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Got the ATV Bug ?

Get on ATV Quick and Easy with our 20Watt ATV Transceiver

All you need for 420-450 MHz ATV in one box!

Hams, ask for our free ATV catalogue or download from our web site - AM, FM, 70cm to 10GHz
Check out our new Specials & Surplus web site page regularly!

LB-1000 mini color camera.$99
1.5” w., 2oz., 420 lines, 6mm lens,
Sony CCD, mic/line audio output,
takes just 9Vdc @50ma. RCA Audio/
Video output jacks.
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 ATV Application notes, DX chart, links, catalogue, price list, etc.
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Remote aid station at the Angeles Crest 100 Mile Trail Race,
in the mountains using the portable milk crate ATV system.

Build a simple portable ATV Repeater for public service
events, ARES/RACES, in a milk crate using our new 3 Watt
23cm Transmitter, ATVR-4 70cm receiver, VOR-3 controller,
OSD-PC IDer as described in our ATV in Public Service
application note - download from page 3 of our web site.
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If YYou MMove
Please send us your NEW
ADDRESS! We pay 70 cents
for each returned ATVQ. And
we are usually nice and send
another copy to your new
address which costs us $1.29.
Please help us from having to
do this. Thanks!

Sales and Service
New & Reconditioned Rotors & Control Boxes

Service On Ham Rotors & Controllers

Gene Mann

(618)544-7388
303 East 14th St.

Robinson, IL 62454

MANN’S ROTOR SERVICE
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SSeerriioouuss MMaaggiicc AAnnnnoouunncceess VVlloogg IItt!!

New video technology enables bloggers to express themselves in
newscast, documentary or reality TV styles

CES, Las Vegas, January 6, 2005- Today at CES, Serious Magic,
Inc. announced Vlog It!, the first PC video-creation software
designed specifically to help users create a video blog or "vlog."
Targeted to the over half-million bloggers in the world today,
Vlog It! helps those with no video-editing experience or techni-
cal skills create a vlog within minutes to share information,
commentary, opinion and more. Vlogs are far more than just
video extensions of text blogs. Combining video clips, pictures
and music with personal narration grabs attention, enriches com-
munication and engages viewers. From documenting a baby's
first moments or creating video travel journals to demonstrating
a product or showcasing highlights of a local sports team, vlogs
are a uniquely powerful new medium. 

"Text blogging has become the fastest growing form of self-
expression on the Internet," says Mark Randall, president and
CEO of Serious Magic. "If blogs are the personal, Internet-based
version of newspaper articles and print editorials, then vlogs are
the personal, Internet-based version of newscasts, documentaries
and reality TV."

Until today, video blogs have been relatively rare because creat-
ing them was a slow, complicated process, requiring the use of

traditional video editing software to make them. Vlog It! uses a
unique creation process based around a teleprompter, much like
a live newscaster on TV. It works instantly, without delays for
rendering, so users see their vlog as they speak, including video
effects, titles and graphics.   

Vlog It! comes with a library of templates containing TV-style
titles, graphics, transitions and effects that enable vlogs to have
the production value of TV shows. Users can instantly add their
own pictures, video and sound clips from their camera, cam-
corder or cell phone simply by dragging and dropping. Vlog It!
shows can be shared with Internet viewers around the world
because it outputs in standard WindowsR Media Player or
RealPlayerR formats which can be uploaded to a standard Web
server.

"As vlogging technologies become automated and easier to use
more people will begin utilizing them," stated Andrew Beach,
founding Partner and Director of Convergent Media for Last
Exit LLC, in his article on video weblogs. "Just as happened
with traditional blogs, a sense of community will develop within
this group. As this community develops, they will become the
voice that helps guide how vlogs expand and find even more
distinctive uses."

Availability - Vlog It! will be available in February for down-
load at SeriousMagic.com or Vlog.com for just $99.95. 
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10/04/04
11:00-15:00z 

Tropo developed from Southern Illinois to the southeast with
UHF commercial stations coming in from Birmingham and
Huntsville, Alabama over to Atlanta, GA and Middle TN.
Signals were strong enough to possibly support ATV but no
reports have been received from this opening so far.

10/20/04
10:57z

KC0HFL, Bob, in Wichita, KS received a P-4 signal from the
Dallas, TX, ATV repeater, KC5NQ.

11/06/04
14:57z

KB9WLM, Larry, of Canton, IL, reports he could see KD0FW,
Mike, of Independence, MO at P-1 Level with a broken rotor
pointed the wrong way.

11/06/04
15:00z

KD0FW works W9ZIH, Ron, of Malta, IL, with beautiful P-4 to
P-5 signals at 350 miles!

11/06/04
15:08z

KD0FW also makes video in Southern Illinois into KA9UVY at
P-2 level 302 miles.

15:10z

K9KKL works W9ZIH at P-2 to P-3 signal levels. N9XHU also
gets P-2 to P-3 reports from W9ZIH in Northern Illinois.

11/13/04
12:00z-15:00z

Nice Tropo into the SE from Southern Illinois with many broad-
cast UHF’s in from Huntsville, Al, and all of Middle TN. No
reports of ATV DX contacts have been received from this open-
ing to date.

11/13/04
19:00z

Weak just below P-1 video received here in Southern Illinois
from the Huntsville, AL launch of KI4HKG balloon package.
The transmitter was running at reduced power < .5 watts and the
package failed to exceed 100k feet as far as I know.

12/02/04
01:30-03:00z

Another good opening developed from Southern Illinois into the
Southeast. Many UHF broadcast stations were very strong from
Huntsville & Birmingham, AL and into Atlanta, GA eastward to
Chattanooga, TN. Many of the new digital TV stations were
seen here for the first time including Atlanta’s WTBS
Superstation on CH. 20 (see photo).

Again my CQ’s were unanswered and I have received no reports
of ATV contacts resulting from this opening :-(

12/08/04
22:40z

The band opened from Southern Illinois into IA and KS on this
afternoon and WB0BIZ/R one of the few remaining inband hori-
zontally polarized ATV repeaters made P-1 video here for about
30 minutes in Southern Illinois. The Elktronics ID’er was chug-
ging along with colorbar, pin wheel, and fullscreen ID’s.

Midwest AATV DDX RReport
BByy:: BBoobb DDeellaanneeyy - KKAA99UUVVYY - EEmmaaiill KKAA99UUVVYY@@hhoottmmaaiill..ccoomm

1100663300 NN.. DDeellaanneeyy LLaannee
MMtt.. VVeerrnnoonn,, IILL 6622886644

DDXX HHoottlliinnee 661188-224422-77006633
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ATV DX LIST

I announced in last months column that I would be putting
together a “National List of ATV DX Operators.” This list could
come in handy for all of us who currently work DX ATV and
would be a terrific help to those just getting involved in ATV
DX’ing. I have received several replies from around the country
and the list now has stations ready to run if the bands open in
AL, KY, IL, VA, MD, KS, OK, MO, MN, IN, and MI. Yes it’s
true, no Ohio ATV DX operators have officially replied to be
included in the list. Remember if you want to be included in the
DX list you need to drop me a line with your information. I
know of many ATV operators that are active but will not be
included in this list without proper permission from them. When
complete, the list will be offered for print in ATVQ and avail-
able by request in e-mail or regular mail from me.

The info required is Name, Call, Location, e-mail for skeds or
even better a phone number. It would also be nice if you include
power, antenna, monitoring frequency, and operating hours. If
you don’t want to sked at least send your call and location so we
can break up the cq’s with someone to call for when the band is
open in your direction!

DX Tip:  
Choosing the right Monitor or TV

Part #1

We all would like to see our ATV buddies on a full color
widescreen TV but let’s face it. Most of your ATV contacts and
especially DX contacts will be far from commercial quality in
color or sync and will not be very pleasing to the eye on a larger
set or computer card tuner. The ATV signal reporting system or
“P” report is after all a judgement call and how they look to
you.

If you want to give your buddy an encouraging report then there
are a few things you can do on your end to help. First you must
decide how elaborate your receiving system will be. If you are

12/31/04
11:09z

KC0HFL in Wichita, KS reported the WR0ATV repeater in
Kansas City was in at P-2. Bob posted this report to the VHF
QSO page at dxworld.com along with asking for any and all
ATV operators for a run. As far as I know he didn’t get to try
with anyone. If you are an ATV DX’er please consider watching
this page for ATV CQ’s and post your contacts.

12/31/04
15:49z

KA9UVY slept in and missed most of the opening but did man-
age to catch KD0FW in the Kansas City area trying to work
K0FPX, Mel, in St. Louis. KD0FW did get up to P-1 signal
level in Mt. Vernon, IL, a distance of 302 miles.

ATV DX RECORDS:

I am still trying to compile an official list of ATV DX 2-way
records for ATVQ. The only thing I have so far is 70 cm over-
land with K9KK Em15en Oklahoma to W9ZIH EN51nv Illinois
643 miles classified as Tropo C. Everyone is aware of the fan-
tastic Hawaii to California one way reception of KH6HME
Tropo P, but as far as I know there still hasn’t been a 2-way on
that path. Maybe 2005 will bring the first 2-way on that path.
The legendary duct does open during the summer ATVQ DX
contest and someone should take advantage of that!

As far as I know nobody has offered any solid info on 33cm,
23cm, 13cm or above contacts so I will wait to see what comes
in. Surely someone has pulled off a more worthy contact on
those bands than I have (33cm 30 miles and 23cm 252 miles).
We will have a long way to go if we are to compete with our
European ATV counterparts in the microwave arena. I know that
there is some activity on 3456 and 5760 in Chicagoland at this
time so maybe they can give us all something to shoot for.

The criteria used for ATV records will be the same as recog-
nized by the VHF UHF weak signal community:

Tropo (A) (tropospheric modes across the Atlantic, Caribbean,
and Gulf of Mexico).
Tropo (C) (tropospheric modes across con-
tinental North America.
Tropo (P) (tropospheric modes across the
Pacific). 

Distance calculations are based on the cen-
ters of 6-place Maidenhead grid locators, as
calculated by BD (the W9IP bearing and
distance program). Distances shorter than
100 km may be calculated using more pre-
cise methods.

Every attempt will be made to verify all
claims of records sent in.

THE R. F. CONNECTION
“specialist in

R F Connectors and Coax”
http://www.therfc.com

301/840-5477 Order Line 800-783-2666
Fax 301/869-3680 Suite 11, 213 N. Frederick Ave.
e-mail: rfc@therfc.com Gaithersburg, MD 20877
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My advice is try every set you can find new or old and set the
contrast and brightness up while receiving a P-1 call slide for
best readability. If you can’t quite read a DX stations ID slide
then simply get up and back away from the set.

Many times a DX signal looks better to the eye if you are in the
next room or far away from the tube. This is especially true of
FM ATV DX that can sneak up on you with little or no sync
bars or instability to alert you of a signals presence.

In part 2 of this tip we will discuss the more elaborate demodu-
lator and monitor approach for the ultimate in flexible DX
reception.

Important DX Info: 

The Hepburn tropo forecast page has a new URL and is now at:
http://home.cogeco.ca/~dxinfo/tropo.html

If you are online you can post ATV CQ’s and reports to the VHF
QSO page:
http://dxworld.com/vhfqso.html

going to use a basic TV hooked directly to your downconverter
then consider going with a maximum size of 13”. This size will
look best to your eyes if you have a decent size shack and can
get 5 - 10 feet away for viewing.

Don’t be fooled into thinking that all TV sets are equal when it
comes to sensitivity. Even though many use the same circuits or
tuners these days, they can and are, very different in perfor-
mance and features. I have always tried every TV I can get a
hold of and have found the Samsung TXE1370  to be the most
sensitive of the modern day sets (circa 1996). The Samsung also
has an audio mute feature that will serve you well as an activity
alarm. You can leave them on all of the time with the volume up
and until it detects video it will be silent snow. They also have a
fine tuning control available in the menu and it will remember
where you set it for best (if) input and picture. It also has
options for user specified custom settings for color,
brightness,contrast etc.

If you are fortunate enough to have an early Zenith TV around
that is still functioning you should give it a try on your down-
converter as well. Many of the DX operators are using the 9”
white cabinet color Zenith sets with excellent results and I am
sure many others from the past perform well in ATV service.

CChhiippQQuuiikk®® SSuurrffaaccee MMoouunntt DDeevviiccee
RReemmoovvaall KKiitt

This kit is designed to assist engineers in removing SMDs.  The
Chip Quik method surpasses all others regarding time and
money.  This method requires no expensive removal equipment
or potentially damaging heating guns. 

DESCRIPTION 

Chip Quik is a specially formulated alloy in wire form designed
to melt at the low tem- perature of 136 degrees F, 58 degrees C.
It eliminates the potential for damage to the circuit, adjacent
components, and the device itself. This method requires no
expensive removal equipment or potentially damaging heating
guns. The removal process is suprisingly easy. Liquid flux and a
soldering iron are used to melt the Chip Quik low temperature
alloy that is specially formulated to stay molten long enough to
react with existing solder. The SMT device can then be easily
removed with a vacuum pen.

FEATURES

Quickly remove surface mounted devices (SMDs) without
expensive rework equipment 
Removes QFPs, PLCCs, SOICs and others SMD chip compo-
nents under 300 degrees F 
Prevents damage to the PC board, adjacent components, and the
device itself 
Complete removal in four easy steps 
Easy clean-up 
Easy instructions provided 

1. Apply Low
Residue Flux to all
the leads on the SMD
you're removing

2. With a soldering
iron, melt ChipQuik
low temperature
alloy

3. Easily lift device
off the board with a
vacuum pen

4. Thoroughly clean
site and solder new
device to PBC 
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Louis, Missouri areas. 33 members were present for the banquet.

Happy Hour began with first arrivals KO0Z and NF0Q. KO0Z
became the first person in the nineteen years of the banquet to
reserve and arrive first. Others followed and the talk about ATV
openings, contests, and equipment reverberated throughout the
room. 

Scotty,  K9SM, called the group to order at 5 PM for dinner.
After a few announcements the clatter of dishes, glasses, and
utensils and chit chat continued during the course of a great
meal and delicious desserts.

Gene Harlan, WB9MMM, publisher of ATVQ Magazine was
unable to attend, but sent certificates to club members who were
winners of the recent ATVQ Contest. Mel Whitten K0PFX won
6th place, Jim Brueggeman KA9EGM won 4th place,  Leonard

NINETEENTH AANNUAL 
ATV BBANQUET 22004

LITCHFIELD, IILLINOIS
11-221-004

It was a cloudy day but that did not detour the spirit of the
Central Illinois/St. Louis Area Amateur Television Club’s mem-
bers for the nineteenth annual banquet. This dedicated group of
ATV operators, some with a drive of 2 to 3 hours, arrived for
another night of renewing friendships and meeting new mem-
bers. Once again the annual banquet was held at the Ariston
Restaurant in Litchfield Illinois,  which is the central location
for the club with members attending from the  Bloomington,
Mt..Vernon,  Springfield,  Champaign, Canton, Illinois, and St.

Scott Millick, K9SM, presents Ron Ochu, KO0Z, “ATV Operator of the Year”
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McWhorter N9XHU was the second place winner. Bob Delaney,
KA9UVY was awarded a certificate and plaque for the hours he
spent looking for contacts during the contest resulting in his first
place win.

The fourteenth Central Illinois/St. Louis Area ATV Operator of
the Year was presented to Ron Ochu, KO0Z of St. Peters, Mo.
Ron is active on ATV and other modes on the VHF and UHF
bands. He is also active in other St. Louis area clubs and has
taught classes in amateur radio.

The prize portion followed with a new fun prize drawing. The
first person’s name drawn had their choice of any of the 140
prizes. After that every person can either take another prize or
take the prize from someone who has already choose a prize.
That person then chooses another prize from the prize table.
This lead to some of the prizes changing hands over a dozen
times. Everyone left with at least five prizes. The Bird wattmeter

this year was won by K9IDQ from Petersburg, Illinois who was
elated with his new toy.

After the drawing more visiting followed and farewells were
said. Everyone made their way home and were looking forward
to the next banquet scheduled for November 2005.

The above information is dated 11-22-04. Further information or
questions should be directed to:

Central Illinois/St. Louis Area ATV Club
Scott Millick K9SM
222 N. Jackson St..
Litchfield, Illinois  62056
217 324-2412 
smillick@wamusa.com

Ron, KO0Z, Eric, NF0Q, Smitty, W0DQY, 
Kevin, N0LK,  St. Louis Group

Mark KA9SZX giving program about a late balloon flight

ATV 2004 Contest Winners
KA9UVY 1st, N9XHU 2nd, and AA9MY 5th
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Microcontrollers have become a part of everyday life and many
of their functions are now taken for granted.  In this two part
series we will examine the basics of microcontroller program-
ming and design, as well as how to integrate them into real-
world applications.  Possible uses include video overlay genera-
tors, DTMF activated equipment, robotics, digital telemetry, and
so on.

Microcontrollers come in a variety of flavors, each having its
own special talents and abilities.  This article will be focusing on
Microchip PIC processors, specifically the PIC16F873, however
many of the techniques can be applied to any controller on the
market.  

I’ve included a number of website addresses in the article, but I
know that it’s a pain to have to type in all of those URLs.  To
help you out, I’ve compiled a list of resources on the web so
that you can point and click.  Also, the code samples can be
downloaded if you so choose.  These resources and more can be
found at www.rckara.org/atvq.

GGeettttiinngg aa pprrooggrraammmmeerr
The first thing to understand is that a microcontroller is simply a
small computer, that is largely self contained on a single chip.
Computers, by their nature, do EXACTLY what they are told, so
our first order of business will be to program one of these

beasts.  To do so, we’ll need the physical piece of hardware
known as a programmer.

There are a host of schematics on the web that will help you
build a simple programmer for Microchip PIC processors.
These free programmers will do a fine job of programming
many of the new flash based chips, but for discussion purposes
I’m not going to endorse any one schematic over another
because I haven’t tested many of them.  If you prefer, you can
also purchase a number of different commercially built program-
mers from www.dontronics.com that will program just about
any PIC you can find.  I personally use and have had very good
luck with the WARP-13a programmer from www.newfound-
electronics.com.

As word of caution, before you settle on buying or building any
PIC programmer, be sure that the corresponding software that
controls the programmer will work on your home PC’s operating
system.  Also, make sure you have the correct port type avail-
able (e.g. serial, parallel, USB).

TTeesstt cciirrccuuiitt
Schematic 1 shows a simple test circuit that can be used
throughout this two-part series.  I recommend building the cir-
cuit on a piece of Radio Shack PC board and not a solderless
breadboard - I’ve seen too many glitchy problems that are next

Microcontrollers
Part 11 - IIntroduction

BByy ZZaacckk CClloobbeess,, WW00ZZCC - EEmmaaiill:: zzcclloobbeess@@sswwbbeellll..nneett
11771100 NN.. AAddmmaass

HHuuttcchhiinnssoonn,, KKSS 6677550022
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to impossible to track down in digital circuits.  None of the
spacings or values are terribly critical, so long as you use good
building practices.  One thing that you absolutely must do is
leave yourself some method by which you will program the
chip.  Normally this is accomplished by using an IC socket or
your programmer’s In-Circuit Programming interface (ICSP),
sometimes referred to as just ISP.

All of the parts can be purchased from Digi-Key at
www.digikey.com.  Below are part numbers for some of the

more specific parts.  If you have a hard time finding an IC sock-
et for a 28pin, .3” spacing, try using a pair of 14 pin sockets
placed back to back.

As a general rule, after assembling the circuit board, but before
installing the processor, I like to apply power and check for the
correct voltages, as well as correct polarity on the socket pins
for the processor.  This step is easy to overlook, but I’ve made a
few “emergency” orders to Digi-Key because I skipped it.

Leave yourself a little bit of extra room on the circuit board for
further experimentation as well a little bit of extra circuitry from
the second part of the series.

WWrriittiinngg tthhee ssooffttwwaarree
Now we have a programmer and a test circuit, all that is left is
to generate some code that can be put on the chip.  This is the
phase that normally scares people off since the task can be kind

Part Digi-Key #

PIC 16F873/04 Processor PIC16F873-04/SP-ND

4MHz Crystal Resonator PX400MN-ND

78L05 LM78L05ACZNS-ND
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of daunting without some guidance and direction.  You will need
to purchase or download a compiler that will convert our source
code (what you as a programmer types in) into machine code
(what the processor reads).  The most basic language normally
used to program PICs with is Assembly, which is actually quite
popular, mainly so because of its price tag.  Unfortunately, it’s
also the most difficult language to master.

For completeness, we’ll first examine an Assembly Language
program, and then we’ll explore what alternatives exist.  To
begin, visit Microchip’s website at www.microchip.com and
download the MPLAB(r) IDE (usually found on or near their
homepage).  Install the IDE (Integrated Development
Environment) on your PC and start it.

From within the IDE, select File - New.  

Type the assembly program in Listing 1.  (Yes, you may
download it from www.rckara.org/atvq but that just doesn’t
build character.)

Select File - Save As... and save the file sample1.asm in a
folder that you can find later.

Select Configure - Select Device.  When the window comes
up, select PIC16F873 from the list.  Click OK.

And finally, click on Project - Quickbuild sample1.asm.

If everything goes as planned, you’ll have a screen pop up that
will list several warnings, and a message that the BUILD
SUCEEDED.  If the build failed, read back through the errors
and try find the problem.  The warning[224] messages are nor-
mal and can be ignored.  If you have problems, one thing to ver-
ify is that any of the labels (timerA, timerB, delay, main, loop)
must be in the first column, and other lines cannot be in the first
column.

BBuurrnniinngg tthhee cchhiipp
Once you have built a HEX file full of machine code, it’s time
to burn it to the chip.  By now hopefully you have a program-
mer built or purchased, and the software installed.
Unfortunately the programmers vary too much to give any clear
direction but in general terms, you will need to:

Plug the programmer into the PC using a parallel, serial, or
USB port.  There may also be a power connection to supply
power to the circuitry.

Configure the programming software to talk with your pro-
grammer.  This may include loading USB drivers, selecting the
appropriate serial or parallel port, and/or selecting which type of
programmer you are using.

Specify which processor you are trying to program.  In this
case, select the 16F873 from the list.

Load the sample1.HEX file containing the machine code.
This file was generated from the MPLAB software and should
be located in the directory that you saved the sample1.asm file
to. Don’t confuse this file with the .ASM file that you typed.

Make sure your PIC16F873 chip is plugged into your pro-
grammer.  This is normally accomplished using a Zero Insertion
Force (ZIF) socket on commercially built programmers.
Alternatively, you can use the ICSP cable to connect to the test
board.

Click the button to program your chip.  Often times the soft-
ware will read the program back out of the processor to verify
that it was written correctly, and then provide you with a confir-
mation that the process either failed or was successful.

That completes the basic process of writing and burning an
assembly program.  Hopefully you can now plug the PIC chip
into your test circuit, apply power, and have a blinking LED.  If
not, check for solder bridges, voltage on the correct pins, and of
course, make sure that you installed the LEDs with the anodes
connected to the PIC.  

HHiigghheerr lleevveell llaanngguuaaggeess
Using Assembly Language, it is possible to write very small,
and very efficient code.  The disadvantage is that you must real-
ly get to know the intimate details of the specific processor
you’re working with.  If you change processor models, often
times it will be necessary to re-write portions of code.  If you go
so far as to change the entire brand of processor mid-stream,
you might as well throw your code in the trash and start over.

Because of this, many hobbyists and professionals alike use a
higher-level programming language such as BASIC or C/C++.
One of the most popular PIC compilers is named PCM and is
made by the company CCS.  Their compiler can be purchased
on the web at www.ccsinfo.com for about $125.  Honestly, a
complier will pay for itself very quickly.  Lets take a look at
Listing 2 and I think you’ll understand why.

Once the source code from Listing 2 has been typed out and
saved, it is a similar process of compiling the source by using
the PCM compiler.  This will generate a .HEX file that is func-
tionally equivalent to the one generated from Listing 1.
However, I think you can see how much simpler a higher-level
program is to write and maintain.  This code is also very
portable between any Microchip processor, and would take very
few fundamental changes to make it run on another brand of
processor.
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TThhee nneexxtt sstteepp
That concludes the crash-course in getting started with micro-
controllers.  In the next issue we will cover some slightly more
advanced topics such interfacing to the outside world, analog-to-
digital (ADC), and digital-to-analog (DAC) conversion.  Analog
conversions will open an entire world of real-world applications.

Listing 1
;sample1.asm
list p=16f873
radix hex
#include <p16f873.inc>

timerA equ 0x20
timerB equ 0x21

__CONFIG _CP_OFF & _WDT_OFF   
& _BODEN_ON & _PWRTE_OFF & _XT_OSC   
& _WRT_ENABLE_ON & _LVP_ON & _CPD_OFF

page
org 0x0000
goto main

org 0x0004
delay

movlw 0xff
movwf timerA

delay1
movlw 0xff
movwf timerB

delay2
decfsz timerB, f
goto delay2
decfsz timerA, f
goto delay1
return

main
movlw b’11011111’
tris PORTB

loop
bsf PORTB, 5
call delay
bcf PORTB, 5
call delay
goto loop
end

Listing 2
//sample2.c
#include <16f873.h>
#fuses XT,NOWDT,NOLVP
#use delay(clock=4000000)

void main(void) {
do {

output_high(PIN_B5);
delay_ms(150);
output_low(PIN_B5);
delay_ms(150);

} while(1);
}

For those who haven’t been following the radio news, USA’s
FCC recently authorized an amazing 76 MHz of HF/VHF spec-
trum for Broadband-over-Power Line (BPL) transmitters! The
new bands include government approval for Power Line
Transmitters to use the vast system of overhead and under-
ground wires to transmit spark-gap-like pulses in the Amateur
Radio Service bands and on the frequencies of other services.

FCC AUTHORIZED BPL (Broadband over Power Lines)
TRANSMITTING BANDS for USA:
1.705 MHz to 2.850 MHz 1.145 MHz (160m Amateur)
3.025 MHz to 3.400 kHz 0.375 MHz
3.500 MHz to 4.650 MHz 1.15 MHz (80m Amateur)
4.700 MHz to 5.450 MHz 0.75 MHz (60m Amateur)
5.680 MHz to 6.525 MHz 0.845 MHz
6.685 MHz to 8.815 MHz 2.13 MHz (40m Amateur)
8.965 MHz to 10.005 MHz 1.04 MHz
10.100 MHz to 11.275 MHz 1.175 MHz (30m Amateur)

11.400 MHz to 13.260 MHz 1.86 MHz 
13.360 MHz to 17.900 MHz 4.54 MHz (20m Amateur)
17.970 MHz to 21.924 MHz 3.95 4MHz (17m,15m Amateur)
22.000 MHz to 74.800 MHz 52.8MHz(12m,10m,6m Amateur)
75.200 MHz to 80.000 MHz 4.8MHz

Total Spectrum 76.59MHz

Here are the email addresses of the FCC commissioners:

Chairman Michael K. Powell: Michael.Powell@fcc.gov
Commissioner Kathleen Q. Abernathy:
Kathleen.Abernathy@fcc.gov
Commissioner Michael J. Copps: Michael.Copps@fcc.gov
Commissioner Kevin J. Martin: KJMWEB@fcc.gov
Commissioner Jonathan S. Adelstein:
Jonathan.Adelstein@fcc.gov

BPL BBroad HHF TTransmitting BBands
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ATV has most often used the 420-450 Mhz band for in- band
AM repeaters. The pictures can uncommonly be marginal with
rolling, without color and without sub-carrier sound. The day
that I saw a rock solid 1255 Mhz FM ATV picture between
Switzerland and France was the day that I knew there must be a
better way...and there is!  The 9 cm band offers the possibility to
use modern, high quality components designed for the mass
market without modification for transmitting commercial grade
pictures in FM. Additionally, this band has no competition from
data communication or other unlicensed devices to the best of
our knowledge.

In the Carlisle/Harrisburg, PA area we are developing a dual
band repeater using 1255 Mhz FM input and 3480 Mhz FM out-
put. We are currently repeating NASA audio and video. Local
reception provides an outstanding full color snow free picture.
In fact, our DX record is 63 miles with this kind of picture.

The standard out-of-the-box C band satellite LNB covers 3700-
4200 Mhz but it will also work just fine on 3480 Mhz when fol-
lowed by a satellite receiver tuned as an IF to 1670 Mhz. Now
American satellite receivers do not cover 1670 Mhz but
European receivers do cover to at least 1700 Mhz and most to
2150 Mhz. The C band LNB has a 0.5 dB noise figure and 65
db gain. We buy LNBs at $21 and European analog Pansat
(Microtek) receivers ($130) which work on 117 VAC. Some

Using tthe MMicrowave BBands aas aa nnew
approach tto bbroadcast llevel AAmateur TTV

Operations ((ATV)
By: John Jaminet, W3HMS - Email: W3HMS@aol.com

912 Robert St.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

WA3CPO at N3TWT TV

N3TWT 40 watts out on 3480 Mhz FM

ATV Repeater 445 Mhz 
control receiver antenna
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close in stations use the naked LNB with a gain of about 8-10
dbi.

We have found that the best reception is obtained with a feed
horn, designed by Paul Wade’s program HDL2000, on a 24 inch
offset dish now available at about $30. The transmission antenna
is either a panel antenna with about 135 degree coverage or an
omni with 11 dbd gain. We use vertical polarization on both
reception and transmission as omni-directional antennas for this
polarization are more readily available than horizontal antennas.

The project leader for this ambitious project is Gary Blacksmith,
MD, WA3CPO, who has obtained an excellent site with a 100 ft
tower.  We are using an on-loan commercial grade exciter with
about ten milliwatts output to the Toshiba 40 watt amplifier.
These amps, which  need only one mw of drive, are often used
by 9 cm weak signal operators of which I am one. With six
blowers and a huge heat sink, it has been on for over eight
months at full duty cycle in beacon service.     

With more than 2000 Mhz  of separation between input and out-
put, we envision no need for filters. This mode will permit each
station to see their own picture and this will make adjustments
quite easy.

For 1255 Mhz  transmission, our tests have confirmed that the
Videolynx Z23B produces broadcast quality video as may other
units in the market place. We envision close-in stations can use a
neat little #10 food can antenna with probe as employed by
F4DAY at his QTH. Others can use higher gain antennas based
on signal needs/distance.  

This is a concept article designed to share what we feel are some
very effective approaches to modern ATV. 

ATV repeater 439 receiver antenna

ATV Repeater N8JSO on tower

N3TWT controller and 40 watt 
transmitter and NASA receiver

NASA via
Dishnet at

N3TWT
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WINTER MEETINGS:
Arizona: Saturday, January 15 at 12 noon at the “Big Apple
Restaurant” 1330 N. Dysart, Goodyear

Directions: Get off the I-10 at Dysart road (about 11 miles west
of Phoenix) and head north. Talk in is 448.4 PL 100 Hz. 

California/Nevada: Saturday, February 19 at noon following
the “New ATN Breakfast” at Floe’s Café on Merrill Ave just east
of Euclid at Chino Airport (9:30 AM).  The meeting location is
at 250 Turner Ave., Guasti (near the junction of I-10 and I-15
north of Ontario Airport) at the San Secondo Church Hall at
12:00 noon sharp. Doors open at 11 AM. 

Directions: Get off the I-10 at Haven, go south then right turn on
Guasti Rd. Left turn on Turner and left at second driveway into
the church parking lot (park in the back please).  
Talk in: 146.43 MHz simplex & 1286.15 MHz Repeater on
Santiago, PL 85.4Hz.   

Our ATN winter meeting is your opportunity to participate in
system technical discussions, ATN polices, renew your dues
(used to help offset site rent fees and insurance) and some offi-
cer elections. If you are unable to attend the meeting in your
chapter you can renew by mail by sending your dues donation to
the ATN chapter secretary/treasurer in your state listed on the
ATN website (new member/renewal form provided too)
www.atn-tv.org . 

Come participate and meet your fellow ATV’ers including many
from other ATN chapters.

NEW ATN CHAPTERS:
ATN-C-AT (Central Atlantic, C.A.A.T.N. merge with ATN)
ATN-IL W9ATN affiliated with the Rockford ARC
ATN-GA affiliated with the Big Shanty Repeater Club 

ATVQ: Gene, WB9MMM, with the help of the contributing
editors has done a great job improving the magazine with more
technical articles and ATV news worldwide. ATVQ is a must
read item for every ATV’er! Check it out at www.hampubs.com

ATV at DAYTON 2004:
Many ATN members were there this year from almost all of our
chapters. We had a great time at the Friday evening dinner at the
Stockade Inn at 6 PM hosted by ATNA.

ATN PLANNED 
DAYTON 2005 ACTIVITIES:
The national meeting will be on Friday evening with the exact
details to be posted on the website in the near future. The
ATNA/ATN dinner location in the past has been the Stockade
Inn, 1065 Springfield St. near Downtown Dayton but we ran out
of room last year and in process of finding a larger dining room
to hold us all in comfort.

Ron Cohen, K3ZKO, has a booth for the club and so far two
volunteers from his chapter. He has requested a list of volunteers
from all ATN chapters to help man the booth and get the neces-
sary passes to get in early before the Hara Arena is open to the
public. Let’s make this a share experience and promote the ATV
mode and ATN. Please email Ron at rcohen@voicenet.com
ASAP thank you!  

ATN WEBSITE:
Don, KE6BXT, has done a great job this year with the website
and making several updates including an ATV forum. Great
work Don! Please email a digital photo of your ATV studio
(shack) to Don at ke6bxt@qsl.net so it can be included on the
website. Log on to www.atn-tv.org and check out all the new
changes! 

ATN-AZ NEWS: 
Ron, KG6SAB, a resident in both the AZ and CA chapters has
been appointed by the trustees to reorganize the Arizona
Chapter. Ron brings great experience in organizing and promot-
ing clubs. More details at the winter meeting.

WHITE TANK MT:
A new controller is under construction to add more inputs to the
repeater to allow linking to Mt. Lemmon and a link towards
California. A new low loss feedline has been installed last
month. Ron, KG6SAB, Ward, WB7VVD, Greg, N7VUB, and
Mike, WA6SVT, braved the bad weather to install 220 ft of 1
5/8” Heliax to reduce the feedline loss.

ATN WWINTER NNEWSLETTER 22005 
On the Air to Coast to Coast

W5ATN W6ATN W7ATN W9ATN K9ATN www.atn-tv.org
ATN Chapters & Presidents

ATN-AZ ATN-CA ATN-CAT ATN-GA ATN-IL ATN-IN ATN-NV ATN-NM
Harold Moody Ron Ralph John Henry Geoff Earl
K7AED WQ6I K3ZKO N4NEQ KA9SOG AA9XW KB7BY N8TV
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MT. LEMMON:
The Mt. Lemmon repeater is under construction to replace the
old repeater lost in the fire last year. Harold, K7AED, Greg,
N7VUB, Ward, WB7VVD, and Mike, WA6SVT, installed the
antennas and one feedline before dark this fall and plan to return
to finish the feedline install. Greg and Harold are finishing up
the repeater so it can be transported up to the site.

ATN-CA NEWS:

ATN SUMMER BBQ MEETING:
This year the meeting was at WA6SVT’s QTH in Crestline. This
was a BBQ social event. One business item that was discussed
and approved was an addition of two vice presidents to help us
get organized better as a chapter. Don, KE6BXT, and Allan,
W6IST, bring with them great experience in running organiza-
tions. The two Vice Presidents are appointed till the 2005 winter
meeting where elections for President and Vice President will be
made by the membership. 

The person with the highest vote will be president and first run-
ner up will be vice president. Any member in good standing can
run for office.

We all had a good time, Mike gave away lots of goodies (he got
rid of lots of junk) and this was the last time most of us had a
chance to socialize with Stuart, W1LEG. He passed away shortly
after the meeting due to organ failure, only 45 years young.
Stuart was the British Ham who came to the states several years
ago with his great humor. He will be missed.

Tom O’Hara of P.C. Electronics made a great deal on 1.2 GHz
downconverters for ATN members on a quantity basis shipped to
one address and paid with one check. 20 converters were bulk
purchased by ATN members in the ATN-AZ and ATN-CA chap-
ters. Contact Tom at tom@hamtv.com for deals for ATN mem-
bers.

Thanks to Jim, K6CCC, for running the Monday night Mt.
Wilson ATN net, Roland, KC6JPG, and Dave, KA6DPS, for run-
ning the Tuesday night linked system ATN Net. 

SANTIAGO:
The ATV repeater has had two outages, one due to lightning
striking the power lines and damaging several power transform-
ers, the other outage was due to a truck striking a power pole.
Daryl, N6QPK, made two maintenance trips this season, one to
reset the controller after the lightning strike and the other to
work on the 434 MHz receiver. Two trips were made to Santiago
last fall to repaint the inside of the site building for the landlord.
Norm, KD6OMV, Daryl, N6QPK, Gene, K6BNN, and Mike,
WA6SVT, were in the work party.

OAT MT:
Allan, W6IST, Joe, K6TBA, Norm, KD6OMV, and Mike,
WA6SVT, finished the move into the new Oat Site. Bill,

WB6DYM, and Abel, N6ENL, gave us a rack. We teamed up
with one of the other ham groups at the site and Bill,
WB6DYM, to finish the tower top site receive bay above the
100 ft tower.

The bay features an 8.5 dB wide band antenna at 113 ft. A cus-
tom three port 433-464 MHz combiner that was designed by
Mike, WA6SVT, and Bill, WB6DYM, using three DCI 10 pole
filters one for 433-444.5 MHz amateur band and the other two
for the land mobile bands. Each filter is followed with a Chip
Angle preamp and splitters to feed several receivers. The trans-
mit antenna is at 90 ft (the highest TX antenna on the tower).

BLUERIDGE MT: 
A 5 GHz FM link is in progress to replace the 1253 MHz link to
provide better picture. The early winter weather has snowed in
the access road and the project will resume after the snow melts
in late spring. 

MT. WILSON:
The repeater is back on after major construction at the site. The
old 1960’s vintage power supply and video DA was replaced to
save space and improve reliability. A new controller with a link
input is under construction so we can link Mt. Wilson into the
system. 

SANTA BARBARA:
Rod, WB9KMO, has added a new lower loss VSB filter to the
repeater output with notches for 1253 and 1286 MHz to allow
better 1.2 GHz reception to link receivers. Each spring ATN has
the responsibility to cut weeds around the facility in exchange
for using the site. Most of the time Rod gets stuck with this
chore. If you can help this spring, please contact Rod at
rod@sbatv.org .   

Mt. Palomar (Palomar ARC)
Art, KC6UQH, built up a new 1253 MHz receiver for the Valley
Center Link and worked on several areas of the repeater includ-
ing fixing the intermittent crowbar problem with the power sup-
ply. Now the repeater is more reliable.

ATN-C-AT NEWS:
Welcome to the ATN family! This new chapter brings with them
ATV repeaters (most linked) from Delaware, Maryland, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania. December 5th was the winter meeting
with the main topic, linking to the Baltimore ATV repeater.
Discussion of aligning with ATN also was covered (editor’s
note: due to finding out that we have a new ATN Central
Atlantic Chapter on the last evening of putting this newsletter
together, more info about the meeting was not obtained).

ATN-GA NEWS:
The repeater at Sweat Mt. now has a new coverage map on the
website thanks to Matt, KC7GSA. Ralph, N4NEQ, reports the
repeater is running well and many of the locals meet for what is
known as “lunch bunch” at a local BBQ. He sent Don,
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KE6BXT, our webmaster an updated info package for the web-
site. 

ATN-IL NEWS:
Rockford:
Our chapter had its winter meeting on Saturday December 4th.
The meeting was called to order at 9:27 AM. After the business
part of the meeting and dues paid, a discussion of priority of
items to enhance the Rockford Repeater, results are 1st purchase
of a new 434 MHz receiver (2nd input), 2nd tower camera and
3rd preamps for the existing 1253 FM receiver and the 434 MHz
receiver.

The repeater has 4 inputs on the controller: 1253 MHz FM, 434
MHz AM, and NASA channel, temperature (outside and equip-
ment/final amplifier) in addition to the ID at the end.

We had new officer elections.
President: John, KA9SOG
Vice Pres: Dan, KC9ATR
Sec/Tress: Gene, WB9MMM

We had a storm take down the antenna and mount and after re-
installing it and two trips to the site we found the feedline had a
high VSWR. Currently we are using a temporary LMR-400
feedline. 

We replaced the 421.25 MHz modulator (due to malfunction),
added the 434 MHz 2nd receiver, and the repeater is working
well. The repeater has been seen as far away as the N/W
Chicago suburbs. We hope to see many of the other ATN chapter
members at Dayton this year. Friday night is the National
ATN/ATNA dinner. See ATVQ Spring issue for more details. 

ATN-IN NEWS:
CROWN POINT:
Henry, AA9XW, has added the ATN-IN new club callsign
K9ATN to the repeater. On the way to Dayton last year Gene,
WB9MMM, Shari, N9SH, and Mike, WA6SVT, ran mobile tests
on the repeater.

Charlie, K9BIF, is a new member from Goshen, Indiana; He was
at Dayton last year talking to Mike, WA6SVT, and some of the
other ATV’ers about an ATV repeater project he was working
on. This month Charlie reports his 439.25 MHz in with both
427.25 and 1253.25 MHz outputs is running well at the home
QTH and in process of locating it to a site near Goshen to pro-
vide better coverage. We hope he will include his repeater into
the ATN family.

ATN-NV NEWS:
Mt. POTOSI:
The repeater has a new trustee, Frank, N7ZEV. The repeater has
been under upgrades by Frank, N7ZE., Mike, WA6SVT, made a
trip this summer to help too. 

ATN-NM
NEWS:
Ben’s Bluff: Nothing
new to report.

73 

Earl, N8TV, and
Darlene, KD7HPN.

NEWSLET-
TER:
Now that ATN has
more than doubled in
size since the last
newsletter and now
national. I would be
grateful if each chapter
would appoint or elect
a contributing editor
who can update their
chapter’s member list
(I have the master list
on Microsoft Access),
report news about the
repeaters local events
and activities happen-
ing in your chapter. 

At the present time ATN publishes a newsletter two times a year
and it is sent to the email address of each member, it is request-
ed that any email change be sent to your local ATN chapter sec-
retary and a copy to wa6svt@aol.com. Each newsletter is post-
ed on the website too.

Events between the newsletters publication dates are posted on
the ATN website www.atn-tv.org , the event notice posting
request can be sent to ke6bxt@qsl.net activities, events, and
work parties are located on the calendar for each month.
Meeting notices are usually listed on the main page banner too.

THANK YOU:
The ATN Trustees and management want to thank all of the
members who donated items, designed and built items, helped at
the sites. It is your efforts that greatly help make ATN the now
national network that it is. ATN is the world’s largest & success-
ful ATV repeater club thanks to your help and support of the
Membership.
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No Ham Radio At The
Tournament Of Roses Parade 

for 2005 - Well Almost
There have been lots of stories about the group, TORRA, the
Tournament Of Roses Radio Amateurs, and their involvement in
the parade this year.

On 11/19/04 Amateur Radio Newsline's Norm Seeley, KI7UP
reported:

Although it was never officially part of the Tournament of Roses,
ham radio has been providing a communications link along the
Rose Parade route for more than 40 years. And long before
there was any official group, people like Tom O’Hara, W6ORG,
of P-C Electronics were the early pioneers.

O’Hara:  “I first got involved with the Rose Parade communica-
tions when I was one of the Emergency Coordinators for
Pasadena.  They asked us to help out with some longer range
stuff than what the CB operators were doing. This was in the
middle 1960’s.”

Using video cameras and amateur television, the ham radio vol-
unteers were ever alert for any kind of an emergency situation
that might develop.  If they spotted something they would send
their pictures back to the parade coordinator who could then
take the necessary action.  

O’Hara:  “Later on they added more and more ATV and more
and more hams. At one time I think there were 17 camera posi-
tions.”

Amateur Radio literally pioneered the use of closed circuit tele-
vision for coordinating large scale events in the Tournament of
Roses Parade.  At one time hams even had Amateur Television
transmitters  sending back pictures from helicopters flying over-
head.  And they did this long before most television stations had
camera equipped news choppers of their own.

From the TORRA web site:
T.O.R.R.A. stands for the Tournament of Roses Radio Amateurs.
It is an organization of Amateur Radio operators who have an
important role in the Tournament of Roses Parade held on New
Year's Day in Pasadena, California. They began in the early
1970's supporting the Parade from the law enforcement side.
Since then, support for the Tournament of Roses has continued
to grow. The "Hams" involved formalized as a club, TORRA, in
the early 1980's and today have more than 300 active members.

The purpose of TORRA is to provide quick and efficient radio
communications for Tournament officials upon their request.
They are a support communications organization that responds
to specific requests of the Tournament to the best of their abili-
ties and within the confines of the legalities of Amateur Radio.

The Tournament of Roses is composed of committees that have
rotating chairs with aides (called White Suiters). It is to these
White Suiters that TORRA responds. TORRA assignments begin
on New Year's Eve when the floats are brought into the forma-
tion area. During the parade, TORRA members are everywhere
that they are needed, usually accompanying a White Suiter on
the streets.

In addition to voice communications:

TORRA also uses Amateur Television . ATV supplies
Tournament officials with a visual image of the parade and any
problems that may occur along the parade route. Packet Radio
Packet Radio is used during the post parade float viewing to
keep data and assist with "Lost Persons." For the 1997 Parade,
TORRA added APRS (Automated Packet Reporting System) to
track float convoys.

More from Amateur Radio Newsline:
On Thursday, November 18th, as this report was being pre-
pared, we received a copy of a letter from TORRA Chair Jeanne
Nordland, WD6BWN, that's being sent to all of the groups mem-
bers.  It confirms that hams will not be providing voice commu-
nications in 2005, but that A-T-V assistance to the parade will
continue as it has in years past.

And then on 11/26/04, Amateur Radio Newsline reports:
PUBLIC SERVICE: 
TOURNAMENT OF ROSES SAYS NO TO ATV
We have a follow-up to last weeks story. Now, ATV is also out.
Shortly after we went to air Tournament of Roses officials decid-
ed to decline the amateur television support as well. Word is that
several Tournament officials and the ATV team in TORRA
worked very hard to put together an acceptable operation. That
went away when, for yet undisclosed reasons, the Tournament
Association declined the offer. 

Nov. 17, 2004 Letter to Members from the TORRA web site 
Dear TORRA members,

We first want to apologize for the rumors and misinformation
that has been circulating prior to our having an opportunity to
officially inform you of what’s happening with TORRA.  Please
rest assured that there have been no knock down drag out fights
and nobody dumped anybody!  We have a long standing rela-
tionship with the Tournament of Roses and both organizations
wish to maintain that relationship.  

As most of you know, there have been many changes (some
major, some minor) over the last couple of years; some dealing
with technology, the way Tournament utilizes it, and TORRA’s
part in it.  Some changes having to do with increasing space
demands from Commercial Media covering the Parade, some
changes that should have been made in anticipation of the above
changes that were not made.

At the end of last year’s event, all TORRA owned equipment
had to be removed from the old Net Control and ATV storage
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facilities because of reallocation of building space by
Tournament.  This year TORRA and Tournament personnel did
sit down to take a long hard look at our roles and the changes
that were required.  Top most on the agenda was the Net Control
location change, followed by Net Control’s antenna tower move
and/or redesign requirements.  We were also dealing with a relo-
cation of the motor home, recovering the stored TORRA proper-
ty, finding new central storage for it and desperately seeking
someone with knowledge and experience, willing to chair the
ATV operation.  Unfortunately, as we discussed options, made
plans, dealt with continuing changes, etc., time grew shorter and
shorter.  It became clear at the Steering Committee meeting on
Nov. 7th that there was still too much to do and not enough time
to do it, for a successful operation this year.

We informed Tournament of our inability to provide the out-
standing service they are accustomed to receiving and agreed to
sit down together early after the New Year to restructure our role
and the communication services we provide.  For the 2005
event, there will be some TORRA Amateur Television provided.
Our Technical Operations team, freed of many other aspects of
the operation, is consolidating their efforts toward that goal.

All TORRA members on the current roster will remain on the
mailing list along with assignments.  Provided a particular
assignment remains in the restructuring, the current member will
have first option on it.  If you have already paid dues for this
year, your refund check is enclosed.    We hope you will all
remain loyal members of TORRA and accept this situation as a
day off WITH Pay!

We hope to be in touch with you early next year with informa-
tion on our discussions with Tournament and a general member-
ship meeting.

Happy Holidays, see you next year!

TORRA Steering Committee 

And Then The Announcement
Live Rose Parade ATV From

The Cal Tech float On Internet
While there will be no ham radio as part of the Pasadena New
Year's Day Rose Parade operations this year, there will be ATV
from the Cal Tech float.  Jay Holliday, W6EJJ and members of
the Jet Propulsion Lab Radio Club, W6VIO, will have ATV
transmitting on 23 cm using the new P. C. Electronics RTX23-3
transmitter from the float to a building top portable repeater site
with an output on 70 cm.  There will be a 70 cm receiver at Cal
Tech which will put out streaming video on the Internet.  You
can see the video by bringing up this URL:

http://www.floatcam.caltech.edu

Editors Note: This URL is now static and no video available.

I'm not sure where in the parade the Cal Tech float will be, but
we expect the video to be up as soon as it makes the big turn at
Orange Grove Ave. and Colorado Blvd. in front of the broadcast
TV cameras - parade starts at 8 AM pst.  So if you know anyone
who will be on the parade route, ask them to wave at the Cal
Tech float just before it passes and say you will be watching for
them via the internet.

It might be interesting for ATV hams to note that 23 cm instead
of 70 cm had to be used on the float due to size restrictions.  In
fact, special permission by the Tournament of Roses was given
so as not to have to cover the antenna with flowers or seeds
which could have greatly attenuated the signal.  Dave, W6OAL
at The Olde Antenna Lab built a special Mini Wheel antenna
with reflector and placed in a radome for the float.  Wheels are
circular polarized perpendicular to the wheels plane.  With all
the buildings on each side of Colorado Blvd. acting as a reflec-
tive canyon, it is thought that using circular polarization would
cut the chance of multipath ghosting in half.

The portable repeater used is similar to the one on page
24 of this issue of ATVQ.

Pictures from the Cal Tech float 
over the Internet
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ADVERTISE IN ATVQ!ATVQ!
ATV’ers are hams that build projects more than other
hams. They have a varied background ranging from
technicial to engineer, and just might see a need for
your product in their regular job as well as in their

hobby. I hope to hear from you soon. 
Please call TODAY!

Gene Harlan - WB9MMM - Editor/Publisher

Amateur TTelevision QQuarterly
published by Harlan Technologies
5931 Alma Dr., Rockford, IL 61108

tel (815) 398-2683  fax (815) 398-2688
Internet:  http://www.hampubs.com     email: ATVQ@hampubs.com

ADVERTISING RATES AND DEADLINES

AD RATES

Effective 1-1-2004
INSERTIONS PER YEAR

SIZE 1-3 4 up

FULL PG COLOR $650 $500

FULL PG B&W $160 $140
(Covers II, III, IV $30 extra)
(2nd color add $75 per page)

ADDITIONAL $100 $100
COLORS/PAGE

1/2 H or V $110 $80

1/4 $85 $55

1/6 $55 $38
Multi-page ads are billed at the combined rate based on frequency.

Covers are reserved for COLOR ads.

All typesetting and layout charges for non camera ready ads will be
added.

DEADLINES

COVER COPY TO MAILING
DATE DEADLINE Printer DATE

WINTER January 1 January 15 Febuary 1

SPRING April 1 April 15 May 1

SUMMER July 1 July 15 August 1

FALL October 1 October 15 November 1

While we will try to adhere as close as possible to the above dates,
we reserve the right to adjust as needed.

If material is going to be late, please call to check if it will meet our
schedule. We will try to accommodate everyone as best as we can.

Camera ready art or negative film right reading down are accept-
able. 

Trim Size: 8 1/2 x 10 7/8
Bleed Size: 1/8” beyond trim
Live matter: 1/4” within border

Harlan Technologies reserves the right to reject any advertising
which is not in keeping with the publishers standards. Previous
acceptance of any ad will not prevent Harlan Technologies from
exercising the right to refuse the same advertisement in the future.
Advertising orders are subject to the terms on the current rate card.
Advertisers assume all responsibility and liability for any claims aris-
ing from advertisements and will protect the publisher from same.

Harlan Technologies will position ads in ATVQ at its discretion except
in the case of preferred positions specifically covered by contract or
agreement.

If, for any reason, the publisher fails to publish an advertise-
ment, it will not be liable for any costs or damages, including
direct or inconsequential damages.

Terms: All accounts not pre-paid are billed net 30 days. All
accounts over 30 days are billed at 1 1/2% per month. Prompt
payment is always appreciated.

RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!
1-815-398-2683
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SUBSCRIPTIONS : 
VHF COMMUNICATIONS, a super quarterly publication from KM Publication in England - $37.00 .................................________

Amateur Television Quarterly ................................................................................................................._______

RATE USA CANADA DX  NAME:_____________________________________________________
1 yr.   $20   $22     $29  STREET:____________________________________________________
2 yr.   $38   $42     $57 CITY:_______________________________________________________
3 yr.   $55   $61     $84 STATE:_________ POSTAL CODE_________Country_______________
4 yr.   $71   $80     $111 PHONE:________________________  HAM CALL_________________
5 yr.   $87   $99     $136 VISA/MC/AMEX #  __________________________________________
LIFE $399   $439     $579 EXPIRES:_________ SIGNATURE_______________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS ___________________________________________
ARE YOU CURRENTLY ON ATV ? _____ YES _____ NO
ARE YOU CURRENTLY ON SSTV ? _____YES _____ NO
DO YOU USE AN ATV REPEATER ? _____ YES _____ NO
IF SO, CALL OF THE REPEATER _________ LOCATION ______________
DOES THE REPEATER HAVE A WEB PAGE ? http:// __________________

AATTVVQQ,, 55993311 AAllmmaa DDrr..,,  RRoocckkffoorrdd,, IILL 6611110088
SUBSCRIPTIONS TTO ATVQ 11-8815-3398-22683

FFAAXX 881155-339988-22668888       EE-MMAAIILL AATTVVQQ@@hhaammppuubbss..ccoomm

PLEASE NOTE the 
EXPIRATION DATE on your

mailing label. 
Please re-new early!

Harlan TTechnologies
ATV Secrets VOL. 1. A 100 page beginners book, non technical, answers 
all those FAQ’s. $8.95...................................................................................................................................................................________

ATV Secrets VOL. II. A 300 page technical compendium with everything 
you need to know about every aspect of ATV and UHF operation. Over 90 
technical projects, plus theory and more. $24.95. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . On CD ONLY

BOTH V1 & V2 on CD- $25.00 (Includes ATV Repeater Shipping $6.00 (USA - Overseas more) .....................................________

IMPORTED BOOK:
The ATV Compendium from BATC. A great technical book applicable to UK and US systems $16.95 - Special $10..........________ 

NEW! “The Best Of Beasley - K6BJH - On Amateur Television” A collection 
of all the cartoons that have appeared in ATVQ over the years plus many more! Reg. $8.95
SPECIAL Only $5.00 (shipping $3 US - $6 Overseas) ...............................................................................................................________

Many issues of ATVQ are now available on CD ROM. 
CD 1 contains 1988 & 89 (6 issues), CD 1 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 2 contains 1990 & 91 (8 issues), CD 2 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 3 contains 1992 & 93 (8 issues), CD 3 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 4 contains 1994 & 95 (8 issues), CD 4 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 5 contains 1996 & 97 (8 issues), CD 5 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 6 contains 1998 & 99 (8 issues), CD 6 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 7 contains 2000 & 01 (8 issues), CD 7 is $15.00 ................................................................................................................________
CD 8 contains 2002 & 03 (8 issues), CD 8 is $15.00 .....NEW... ..............................................................................................________
plus $5.00 shipping ($6 for two, $7 for three, $8 for four or more - Other than USA - higher). ........................................________
Complete set of all 8 ATVQ CD’s - $90.00 plus $8.00 shipping (USA) .................................................................................________

Previous ATVQ issues that are still available (most from 1994 to present) sell for $4.95 each (postage 
included for USA). Quantities are limited. Many good articles exist in these issues! ................................................................________
Color Test Chart including Color Bars, Resolution, Grey Scale, Registration $5.00 (shipping $3) .........................................________
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P. C. Electronics  2522 Paxson Lane  Arcadia  CA  91007-8537  USA            ©2005

Tel: (626) 447-4565 m-th 8am-5:30pm pst (UTC - 8)     Tom (W6ORG) & Mary Ann (WB6YSS)

24 hr FAX order line (626) 447-0489   Email:  Tom6org@hamtv.com
Web site:  www.hamtv.com

ATV In Public Service - Update

At the Incident Site

TC70-20S ($549) 20 Watt
ATV transceiver on 426.25 MHz
or local ATV simplex.

5L-70cm Antenna($75)
Belden 8214 coax with N plugs
Two to three 5 ft Radio Shack TV
mast sections

CB-25 ($175) Color Camera or
Camcorder if you want to be away
from the transmitter, record and
then replay back to the EOC.

At the Emergency Ops Center

TV on CH 3 or 4

Diamond
X510N(x)
vertical  omni
antenna ($209)

TVC-4G ($99) ATV Downconverter
Converts the 420-450 MHz ham
band down to TV channels 3 or 4.
Use Belden 9913 coax with N Plugs

9913

RG6 75
Ohm w/F
plugs

Basic Public Service Block Diagram

Small TV on CH 3/4 or
monitor A/V input

Sources:
P. C. Electronics: TC70-20S Transceiver, CB-25 Camera, 5L-70cm Antenna, Diamond X510N (A or J
depending on frequency), and TVC-4G downconverter.  Prices are shown, but check page 4 of our web site for
current products and prices.  All prices include UPS surface shipping in the contiguous USA.
Radio Shack: TV’s, TV 5 ft mast sections, RG6/F plug 75 Ohm cable, RCA plug camera cable and RCA/BNC
adaptor.
Nemal Electronics: Belden 8214 and 9913 50 Ohm coax cable with type N plugs - 305 893-3924.

Options  and comments:
Public service events and emergency communications audio is normally done on a two meter frequency.

However you can have full duplex audio or allow the EOC to hear what is going on around the camera site by
connecting the camcorder audio input to the transmitter or better, using a low impedance directional dynamic
mic plugged into the ATV Transceiver - Radio Shack has a few dynamic mics to choose from.

The 5ft heavy duty mast sections and 5 element beam are small enough to be easily transportable by car.
They are quick to set up but you would need to make some kind of a base and clamp to your car bumper or
something like the Radio Shack 15-517 3 Foot Tripod Mount.  The TX antenna needs to be above head and
vehicle heigth and placed for best reception at the receiver end as talked in over two meters.  If your area seems
to have a lot of multipath ghost locations, try using a beam at both ends and finding magic spots.

You can run the transmit end from a 12V battery or 13.8 Vdc regulated power supply if AC is available.
So consider selecting a TV that will also run on 12V.  Some use little LCD types, but best to have as large a
screen as possible.  You may have to make a little sun shield to place over the TV and position it so the screen
faces north to prevent washout.

 If some unauthorized person might tweek the downconverter dial or the temperature varies more than
20 degrees at the receive end, consider adding the TVCS-2 Synthesizer board which locks it to a crystal.

PC EL (c)1/2005
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Tel: (626) 447-4565 m-th 8am-5:30pm pst (UTC - 8)     Tom (W6ORG) & Mary Ann (WB6YSS)

24 hr FAX order line (626) 447-0489   Email:  Tom6org@hamtv.com
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ATV In Public Service continued.

Portable ATV Repeater Block Diagram

VOR-3 Video
Operated Relay

OSD-PC Video ID
Control - Hammond 1590D Box

RTX23-3 Transmitter
1253.25 MHz

ATVR-4 Receiver
426.25 MHz

12V 18 Ah Battery 13.8 Vdc regulated
3A power supply

RIGrunner 4005 DC
power panel

+

ID
 V

id
eo

Receive Video

+ TX

TX Video

Receive Line Audio

OAL 5L-70cm Beam
1/2 2424LYRM Beam

Sources:
P. C. Electronics: ATVR-4 Receiver, RTX23-3 Transmitter, 2424LYRM Antenna, 5L-70cm Antenna, OSD-PC
Video ID board, VOR-3 Video Operated Relay, 2 feedthru capacitors.  Check page 4 of our web site for current
products and prices.
Radio Shack: 22-504 Power supply, 3 15-862 5 ft TV mast sections, 2 15-826 mast clamps,  276-1141 1N5400
3A diode, Misc., RCA phono jacks and A/V cables, 5A & 2A blade fuses.
Mouser Electronics: 547-PS-12180 Power Sonic 12V 18A battery, 546-1590D-BK Hammond box.
West Mountain Radio: RIGrunner 4005 DC power panel and Power Pole connectors.
Misc.: hardware, Grand Pack-N-Roll cart or milk crate.

Other combinations of input and output bands can be used, but 70cm in and 23cm out allows the greatest
number of available users over the farthest distance to get into the repeater, plus the 23cm band did not require
additional filtering of transmit harmonics and has the least probability of interference from other services.
The Pack-N-Roll cart or a milk crate makes a great portable case for the repeater for ease in transport and
operation.  The antenna mast can be clamped to the case.  The repeater can operate on AC or up to 12 hours on
battery power depending on transmit time.  In addition, a camera can be plugged in place of the 70cm receiver
for a second simultaneous camera position if in line of sight to the EOC.

1N5400 3A

Setting up the portable ATV repeater
on a hilltop via helicopter.

Grand
Pack-N-Roll
cart.

PC EL (c)1/2005

Original portable ATV repeater was built in a
milk crate and used  bandpass filters which
are only necessary if used near a comm site.
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ATV In Public Service continued.

Portable ATV Repeater Control Wiring

)  ()  (

R
P

T
V

T
X

ID
T

X
B V
O

R

Receive Video In Video Out to TX+ DC In + DC toTX

Overlay IDScreen mode ID
ON

Mode Select

Intuitive Circuits OSD-ID (PC)

P. C. Electronics VOR-3

.001 .001

Upload
ID

Strip #22 connecting wires 1/4 inch
and enter solder pad on the bottom
of the OSD board - solder on the
component side.  Do just the
opposite on the VOR board - enter
on the component  side and solder
on the bottom side.

The supplied RS 232 jack on the
adaptor cable that comes with the
OSD board is a bit large to fit and
more work to drill and file out the
chassis.  So I used a stereo mini
jack instead.  Cut the RS232
adaptor cable 2 inches from the
OSD board plug end.  Connect
wires to stereo mini jack and plug -
Tip = TX(yellow), ring = RX (blue)
sleeve = ground (black).

The VOR-3 Sync, Video Relay and
Power Relay LED’s can be
removed and replaced with yellow,
green and red panel mounted ones
for easy status indication.

See the OSD-ID (PC) and VOR-3
data sheets for programming,
operation and additional wiring
information.

DPDT
33 pF33 pF

RS232

OSD
Trigger

Screen mode ID generated in the
OSD-ID (PC) board - Blue
background & white lettering.

For repeater, test (ID TX mode) and beacon applications, the full
Screen mode ID is best generated from the OSD board.
* Optionally you could insert a switch at the OSD board Video
input to select a local camera video in the ID Overlay mode
instead of the Receivervideo like some tower cams do.
Applications when only one video source input  is being
transmitted for long periods of time and interuption every 10
minutes by a full screen ID is not desired, you can switch to the
overlay ID mode and program the OSD board to Overlay ID every
10 minutes.  However, at the end of the transmission, if you dont
want to wait for the next 10 minute ID period, you will need to
push the OSD ID Trigger button to stay legal.

*
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Cover, outside view

.140 VOR
Board
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ATV In Public Service continued.

Portable ATV Repeater Control Box

.140 VOR
Board

.140 VOR
Board

.140 VOR
Board

.140 OSD
Board

.140 OSD
Board

.140 OSD
Board

.140 OSD
Board

.25 RX VIDEO IN jack

.25 TX VIDEO OUT

.234  RS232
Jack

.375  VOR Mode switch

.154 SYNC
Detect Green LED

.166 +DC In

.166 + DC to TX

.154 ID Video ON
Yellow LED

.154 TX ON
Red LED

.234 ID select switch

Cut out the Hammond 1590D cover drill drawing below on the heavy black line and place over the top of the
cover.  Center punch the indicated holes through the paper and then drill each to the respective diameter shown.

Parts List:
From P. C. Electronics:  VOR-3 board, OSD-ID(PC) board, 2 .001 mF feed thru capacitors.
From Mouser: 546-1590D-BK box, 108-MS550H DPDT toggle switch, 108-MS550K SPST
toggle switch, 161-1052 RCA jacks, 161-3502 1/8” stereo jack, 171-3311 stereo plug, 645-558-
0101-007 red led, 645-558-0201-007 green led, 645-558-0301-007 yellow led, ME450-2040 knob,
2 R13-24A-R-05 push button, 2 140-50N5-330J 33pF disc cap.
Misc.: 4-40x1/2” screws, nuts, internal lock washers, #22 hook up wire,

RPT

V TX

ID TX

BEACON

VOR

OVERLAY

SCREEN

ID

W6ORG (c) 2005

.281 ID UPLOAD
push button

Drill all holes with a .140 bit first and verify locations.
Then drill final hole diameters and check fit with panel
mounted parts.

.234 Power ON switch

.281 TRIGGER
 push button

This app note is also
downloadable from our
web site if you want to
cut up a separate drill
drawing  sheet.
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rf noise! Stefan got much applause for his ideas and for his juve-
nile enthusiasm. More details see at www.atvlink.de.

Green Power
For Thomas Kalmeier, DG5MPQ, electricity is green - he
explained the alternative power supply at the Hesselberg relay
DB0HTG near Noerdlingen (Southern Germany). It is the only
possible solution at this site - first design calculations were 1
KWh for the PR-digipeater and 0.5 KWh each for phone and
ATV repeater every day. Goal was to get power security at least
48 weeks a year, indeed the 800 Ah lead batteries have been
empty only for 30 hours. Current supply is coming from two
photovoltaic constructions and a wind energy - pardon, wind
control application. To call it “wind energy generator” was not
approvable - that`s another class. A propeller of 115 cm diameter
can only work as measuring device, even if it delivers 400 to
600 watt.

Thomas warned to erect such devices within residential areas,
because it sometimes generates a terrifying noise - especially to
the dismay of unaware wanderers...

Gained Experience
There is much know-how embedded in the photovoltaic con-
struction - with every degree kelvin lower efficiency rises by 0.4
percent. In cold times that gains a lot - if the power output is too
high, ventilation is added which helps to reduce moisture in the
bunker containing the whole installation. The panel`s angle has
been reduced from 65 to 33 degrees in order to reach an opti-
mum in winter time. Power output data are recorded every
minute and made available via Internet - we saw it live on the
beamer screen. Thomas estimates about 75 percent overall
power from the panels and the rest from the wind energy - par-
don, wind control application. ATV repeater DB0HTG is linked
to DB0SCS, a Windows-based video splitter connects 11 video
inputs to 8 outputs.

Fibre Optics Wanted
Peter, DL2GMP, proved his sporty ability by reporting his climb
to the top of a 175 m transmission tower inside the glass rein-
forced plastics shell carrying 20 kg of baggage. ATV installa-
tions at the “Höchsten” repeater are placed in a white part of the
shell which Peter rates better for the GHZ antennas than the red
parts because of attenuation effects. Now Peter is searching for 8
pairs of fibre optic cables 200 m long, his e-mail is
DL2GMP@darc.de

DARC Funding Digital ATV Repeater
Guenter DL9SA calculated the expenditures for the DATV
repeater Reutlingen DB0FMS to 3000 Euro as a first measure,
and DARC promised 1050 Euro. Guenter sees following advan-
tages in DATV: max. four “programs” within one 16 MHz chan-
nel, excellent video quality, more range, new experimental
incentives - but also some disadvantages: visual sight needed,
temporary delay, and echo effects on the callback channel. The
delay is caused by the (MPEG) compression, and rf bandwidth

AATTVV RReeppeeaatteerr VVaalllluuggaa 
22880099 mm AASSLL

DDaarrkkoo BBaannkkoo,, OOEE77DDBBHH

In June, 2003, I asked for permission for a repeater site at
Valluga Mountain in the Austrian Alps and got the callsign
OE7XSI with the help of OEVSV in April 2004. With three
mounting actions under co-operation of several radio amateurs
the ATV repeater, voice and a packet-radio node was installed in
a 19 inch rack. Since September 2004 it has been on continuous-
ly much to the delight of German and Austrian amateurs. 

Technical data:
QTH Valluga summit 2809 m ASL, near St.Anton am Arlberg,
horizontal sight from Northwest to North.

TX frequency 10450 MHz FM-ATV, transmitting non-stop 250
mW into a 20 dB horn antenna, vertical polarization.

Sound subcarrier 6.5 MHz.

TX/RX control via DTMF on 2 meters.

RX frequency from Germany 2380 MHz, horizontal polarization
8 element group antenna.

RX frequency from OE7XLT 1280 MHz, horizontal polarization
double quad antenna.

ATV meeting Ulm (Southern Germany) 
Klaus Welter, DH6MAV

Digital repeater operation and linking on 10 GHz was a main
theme in Ulm on Sept. 24 in 2004. On a bright and warm
October Sunday, more than 60 visitors from up to 150 km away
came together. Rolf, DL6SL, welcomed them at ten o`clock am,
and Ewald, DK2DB, sent best regards from the VHF/UHF/SHF
manager of DARC, Hellmuth, DF7VX. Then he explained the
new restriction to 5 watt ERP between 1248 and 1263 MHz in
Germany for single stations and repeaters (some of them were
shut down already). Originator is the military - no objection pos-
sible. Ewald suggested maximum power on the rest of the 23 cm
band.

Ethernet Reused
Next was Stefan, DG7NDV, presenting his digital broadband
linking ideas via ethernet network cards. Centering on ATV
repeater DB0SCS in Nuremberg he is using FM satellite TV
receivers as RX (baseband output needed). Maybe the IF has to
be modified. In order to reduce the bandwidth requirement the
ethernet card crystal 20 Mhz is to be replaced by an 8 MHz
type. Now the 3.2 MHz rate fits to nearly every FM-TV TX, but
the overall rf bandwidth of 30 MHz is advisable only for direct
10 GHz links. Maintenance is possible with only an oscilloscope
to view the eye pattern. If using a Hauppauge video card you
need a video vox circuit to avoid PC crashes caused by random
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of 10 MHz should make no problems.

Low Audio Data Rate
Horst, DL2GA, is the new person in charge of DB0QI in Munic.
In parallel to the FM-TV output on 1276 MHz with 10 Watts
there is a DATV output on 1247 MHz with 3 Watts. While
experimenting with data rates they reduced audio streams to 64
instead of 192 Kb/s in order to get along 4 “programs” into a
QPSK channel of 7.5 MHz bandwidth with -38 dBc “shoulders”.
The four video signals are 1. analog input DB0QI, 2. link from
DB0TVM (Munic Olympia Tower), 3. link from OE2XUM
(Salzburg, Austria), 4. Quad split 1 - 3 plus indoor camera and a
test pattern. Range of analog and digital outputs are equal - but
think of smaller bandwidth and less power with digital ATV.

Same story with DB0OFG (Hornisgrinde, Black Forest), which
Klaus, DC1GS, tested at home before installation on site. He
produces a 1 Mb/s program, a middle class and a 5.2 Mb/s broad
program, which results in -40 dBc shoulders before the PA and -
30 dBc after it - sufficient for him. The analog output of
DB0OFG is at 1278 MHz, the digital at 1291 MHz - to reduce
problems for receivers he lowered the power output on 1278
MHz by 10 dB.

Darko, OE7DBH, installed an ATV repeater on Valuga
Mountain with an output on 10.450 GHz directing to Germany,
and Utz showed us some pictures from there. Peter, DB2CC,
reported that DB0IV in Augsburg will relocate to a new site on a
high building with antennas 124 m above ground. Construction
pictures are available under www.db0iv.de .

Hannes, DC9MD, had
brought an eye catcher, his
red-green-3-D color pic-
tures produced astonishing
spatiality using 3-D glasses.
For the photos he took two
digital Nikon cameras,
where he synchronously
activated them. The overlay
of both color extracts is
made with a PC program
called “Anamaker”, which
you can search for on
Google.

In the end the event`s orga-
nizer Rolf, DL6SL, reported
about the state of the local
ATV repeater DB0ULD in
Ulm and closed the session,

but afterwards some eyeball QSO’s were seen with coffee and
cake, and the presence of vendors like ID-Elektronik and eisch-
electronic was used for shopping.

(translations: Klaus, DL4KCK)

BBiirrdd®® TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess GGrroouupp UUnnvveeiillss
SSAA-66000000EEXX

With IIndustry’s WWidest DDiagnostic RRange ((6GHz) 

Bird® Electronic Corporation (a division of Bird Technologies
Group) a leading supplier of RF products, systems, services and
educational solutions, has announced the next generation EX
Series of Site Analyzer® antenna and cabling diagnostic tools to
their family of electronic testing technology. The SA-6000EX
provides users with a diagnostic range from 25MHz to 6GHz.
This unprecedented bandwidth capability dramatically increases
the number of diagnostic applications that can be supported by a
single field unit. In addition to its extended frequency band, the
EX Series also provides the highest memory storage capabilities
in the industry — up to 300 traces. Other prominent features of
this next generation product include better overall frequency res-
olution, a source VSWR of 1.12 to 1.00, a VSWR range of 1.00
to 99.99, and a greater low temperature operating range (-10 to
50ºC).  The unit incorporates state-of-the-art technology to pro-
vide increased functionality while remaining easy to use. It is
built for dependable field use with a high capacity battery pack,
rugged ergonomic design, large color display, and immunity to
on-channel interference (+13 dBm). All of this is backed by
Bird’s reliable service, responsive customer care network, and a
2 year warranty. 

Bird® Technologies Group provides technology solutions for
semiconductor, public safety, wireless, broadcast, government,
and military applications. Since 1942, we have provided com-
prehensive radio frequency (RF) equipment diagnostic and test-
ing solutions. With a worldwide network of partners, we are able
to offer the latest technology and most reliable customer care to
all of the markets we serve. For more information, contact 

Bird Technologies Group, 
30303 Aurora Rd. Solon, OH 44139. Phone: (866) 
695-4569 - Domestic Fax: (866) 546-4306 - 
International Fax: (440) 248-5426. 
www.bird-electronic.com/
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DDTTMMFF aanndd CCoonnttrroolllliinngg RReeppeeaatteerrss

Having a problem with DTMF tones controlling our new ATV
repeater here in Rockford, IL, I sent out a call for help on the
Internet. The good ATV’ers came to help. The following is
excerpts of the help we got, just in case you need it someday!

Looking to see if anyone has more ideas to help us out:

Equipment:     Intuitive Circuits ATVC-4 Plus repeater controller
Motorola Radius control receiver

Problem: Most of the time, we have a problem with the DTMF
tones when pressing 2, 3, A, or B when trying to control the
ATV repeater.

Sometimes the #1 is a problem as well, and sometimes when I
try everything (all DTMF) works. 

It does not seem to make a difference what radio is used to send
the DTMF tones, although a few days ago several of us were at
the repeater site and had 4 radios to try. One would work quite
well, and three would not (again, this is right at the site).
Another different radio, from home almost never works with the
DTMF mentioned above. So, I think we have ruled out the radio
sending the DTMF as a source of the problem since we have so
many that it does not work with.

The Motorola receiver audio is connected to pin 11 out of the
back of the radio (in case you are familiar with the Radius).
What little information I have on this radio says that this is the
pin to use to get tones out if you are using 9600 baud packet. I
would think we would want that same condition. I took my
scope to the site Monday and got 300 mv p-p out of the radio
when the tones work as well as when they do not work (decode
properly). Touchtoning (is that a word?) any of the DTMF
seems to give similar amplitude on the scope. Yet, we only have
trouble with DTMF tones that are higher (2, 3, A, or B mostly).
When these tones stop being decoded, the other tones still work.
I also see that there appears to be noise, as if the squelch is
always open, when it is not receiving tones.

The ATVC-4 Plus has a place for a 100 ohm resistor across the
control audio input and we had that in place to start, but now we
have it lifted and “maybe” it works a little more of the time.
But, we need to have the tones work all the time.

Before moving to the repeater site, I had a different receiver
hooked up and did see some similar problems, but intermittent,
just as it is now.

The good news is, I can always turn the repeater on and off.
Doing that uses the 0 (zero), * and # keys (low tones).

Gene Harlan - WB9MMM

Gene,

I was looking to see if I have a schematic for the ATVC-4 but
can't find one. The only thing that immediately jumps to mind is
that the PLL (or whatever they use) to decode the 697 Hz tone
may be in need of adjustment or replacement. Sounds like you
may have two problems going on.

First off, remember that DTMF is "Dual Tone, Multi
Frequency". Each button on the keypad sends two audio tones.
The tones are assigned to the keypad as rows and columns....

High Tones
Low
Tones   1209 Hz  1336 Hz  1447 Hz  1633 Hz

|       |      | | 

697 Hz -  1      -       2     -      3     -      A

770 Hz -  4      -       5     -      6     -      B

852 Hz -  7      -       8     -      9     -      C

941 Hz -  *      -       0     -      #     -      D

You can see that the 697 Hz tone is common to your 1 ,2, 3 and
A problem. If the PLL is not detecting 697 properly, all four of
those keys will be in trouble no matter what transmitter origi-
nates the DTMF.

The "B" is another question, but if the 697 is drifting, the others
may very well be too and so all eight should be aligned.

Again, I don't have the schematic for your controller, but it's
quite possible that the controller uses an off the shelf DTMF
decoding chip rather than eight individual PLL's. These chips
usually use some sort of reference oscillator, often a 3.58 color
TV crystal, and divide down from there. Regardless of the refer-
ence oscillator frequency, it should be easy enough to make sure
that the oscillator hasn't drifted.

Also, you would probably be better off using a regular audio out
rather than a 9600 baud data out port. These data ports are usu-
ally taps of the discriminator which provide an audio feed with-
out any audio bandwidth limiting and without de-emphasis as
needed by a data slicer. In the HT, the DTMF tones do get pre-
emphasis just like the mic audio in the HT and therefore should
get the de-emphasis on the receive side. Also, discriminator
audio would tend to have more high frequency noise in the
audio.

I would suggest tackling the audio problem first. Once that's
corrected, the tone detectors may all work just fine.

Hope this info is useful.

73 - Dan Rapak - WA3ATV
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I have to admit that I did not think of that. I don't think PL is on
for that frequency, but I will sure check.

Gene Harlan - WB9MMM

Dan, Rik, and Craig,

Got it! I sometimes forget things that I have at hand now that I
am 60 years old.

I used a program on my PC called WinTone. It is a free program
(that is upgradeable for a fee) that decodes DTMF. We have
used it quite a bit when we had trouble with someone doing
DTMF to our local repeater a couple of years ago. So, what I
did was:

1. Hooked up my 847 tuned to the control frequency and
checked the program for proper operation. This worked OK for
all DTMF tones.

2. Hooked up the Motorola as it was at the repeater site. All that
worked was *, 0, #, and D with 7 working 20% of the time.

3. Changed to the speaker audio and all DTMF tone keys
worked, just like night and day. I need to keep the volume to at
least 12 o'clock, and it works from there to full scale. I figure
that I can set it somewhere in the middle.

I feel much better and hope the snow stops so it won't be too
bad on the hospital roof when I can put it back in place. And
then more testing.

Thanks so much guys. It is appreciated.

Gene Harlan - WB9MMM

"...  And just a little more thought - it helps me to type it out and
think..... You mentioned that the transmitted audio does get pre-
emphasis. I think this means that the tones may not have the
same relationship they had until it goes through de-emphasis,
right. Then that would make perfect sense."

Absolutely right. Pre-emphasis in the transmitter boosts the level
of the higher audio frequencies. De-emphasis in the receiver
returns the higher frequency audio to normal levels. In reducing
the level of the higher frequency audio you also reduce the level
of the noise. This noise reduction is the whole idea behind pre-
emphasis/de-emphasis.

Bypassing the de-emphasis by tapping the discriminator leaves
the high frequency tones at a higher level. Or in this case, forces
the low frequency tones to be at a lower level; hence the loss of
Keypad Row 1 (the lowest frequency) and the intermittency of
Keypad Row 2.

Glad you got everything up and running!

73 - Dan - WA3ATV

Hi Gene,

Well, I'm not specifically familiar with either of your pieces of 
equipment, but two "straws" pop up in my mind to grasp at.

I recall in the past working with DTMF tones and a two meter
repeater controller that the level of the tones transmitted, i.e., the
deviation, was very critical.  We found that a deviation of 3.5
khz transmitted, worked most reliably with our repeater receiv-
er/controller.  We probably had a sweet spot between not enough
audio and splattered audio!  "User results may vary".

The other thing that came to mind was the "9600 baud packet"
audio output from the Radius receiver.  Since packet utilizes
only two audio tones (1200 and 2200 Hz ??), the output of the
receiver could conceivably be filtered/peaked to favor those two
frequencies, or maybe just a narrow bandwidth that includes
those frequencies, and may suppress other, higher/lower fre-
quencies.  That combined with the first thought could cause
some real grief!

You may want to look at the purity and level of all the DTMF
tones coming out of the Radius receiver with a scope, not just
measure the 300 mv with a meter.  If they are clipped sine
waves, they will be rich in harmonic energy that could confuse
the controller.  Now that I think about it, it seems like Packet
TNCs are picky about the audio quality, too.  If the receiver out-
put is limited, say by diode clamping, overdriving the limiter
changes sine waves to square waves!

Just ramblings!  Maybe they will prompt valuable thoughts of
your own!

Best of luck!
Gregory Cross  WA8FJK
Trustee for KY4ATV repeater - Lexington, Ky.

Gene:

A couple of thoughts occur to me.  Maybe you've already
thought of these, but here goes.

First, I'd be sure you're not transmitting any PL tones along with
your DTMF tones.  That might be the reason 3 radios don't work
and one does.

Second, I'd suspect level into the decoder.  I'd want to hear what
the decoder was hearing to make sure the level was ample but
not over driving, and that the tones didn't sound distorted.
Maybe you could use an audio "sniffer" or signal tracer type
device and pick up the audio from somewhere inside the
decoder.

Hope that's worth at least a cent and a half.  Good luck.

Rik - K4TTT-TV
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Everthing YYou NNeed TTo KKnow
To BBuild AAn AATV Repeater - PPart 22

BByy MMiikkee CCoolllliiss - WWAA66SSVVTT - EEmmaaiill:: WWAA66SSVVTT@@aaooll..ccoomm
PPOOBB 11559944

CCrreessttlliinnee,, CCAA 9922332255

Part two of this series will cover the VSB modulator.  Most
broadcast TV transmitters and CATV modulators use separate
visual and aural modulators to minimize intermodulation
between them in the process of producing a complete TV signal. 

VVIISSUUAALL MMOODDUULLAATTIIOONN::
The video is filtered to remove signal above 5 MHz, clamped
with DC restoration circuit to give maximum power at the sync
tip no matter what the video average picture ratio is. Depending
on the type of VSB IF filtering used, a group delay video predis-
tortion circuit is used to compensate for group delay introduced
to the modulated visual carrier as it passes though the VSB fil-
ter.

The visual carrier is most often on 45.75 MHz before being het-
erodyned to the operating channel. The visual carrier is sent to a
three port mixer along with video to produce a double sideband
AM signal. 

The VSB filter is about 5 MHz wide to allow some signal start-
ing at 1.25 MHz above the 45.75 MHz visual carrier to full sig-
nal at 0.75 MHz above the carrier. This full signal continues
until 4 MHz below the visual carrier where the signal is reduced
to minimum at 4.5 MHz below the carrier and beyond (See fig-
ure 1). Most modern filters are Sound Acoustical Wave (SAW)
types that introduce much less group delays than the lumped LC
VSB filters.

AAUURRAALL MMOODDUULLAATTIIOONN::
Aural carrier is usually 41.25 MHz and quite often is phase
locked to the visual carrier to maintain precise 4.5 MHz spacing
from the visual carrier to reduce noticeable beat pattern (920
Hz) that can happen later in the TV transmitter. The aural carrier
is FM modulated with pre-emphasized audio at 25 KHz devia-
tion for monaural audio and 50 KHz with stereo audio (L+R still
at 25 KHz with the L-R adding the additional 25 KHz). 

Stereo audio is almost the same as FM Radio Broadcast where
the left and right channel are matrixed as follows: Left and
Right are mixed to produce L+R (monaural audio). A balanced
modulator is fed with a 38 KHz carrier and left channel audio
while the right channel audio is fed to a second balanced modu-
lator with phase delayed 38 KHz carrier, the two suppressed car-
rier signals are then mixed together to form a L-R suppressed
carrier signal that rides above the L+R audio. 

The 38 KHz unmodulated carrier oscillator is tapped and divid-
ed by two to produce a 19 KHz pilot carrier that is sent between
the L+R and 38 KHz suppressed sidebands to both turn on the
receiver’s stereo decoder and synchronize the receiver’s 19 KHz
oscillator that will be doubled to produce a locked 38 KHz carri-
er to decode the stereo signal into discrete left and right chan-
nels.
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The favorite local oscillator is the COP 1.2 GHz FM transmitter.
You will need to remove the aural subcarrier ceramic filter turn-
ing off the FM deviation. The transmitter makes a great +17
dBM local oscillator and on 1.2 GHz band we burn a new sock-
et mounted frequency chip for a 1 GHz output frequency. We
then set the modulator to 253.25 MHz to have an output of
1253.25 MHz output. Other LO and modulator frequencies can
be used as well.

The mixer output is filtered using the 1.2 GHz three pole filter
featured in a previous article in ATVQ. The output is about 3
milliwatts. Some modulators have spare room inside allowing
the LO, filter and mixer to fit inside giving a complete 1.2 GHz
output VSB exciter.

The signal is amplified using class AB1 brick amplifiers to the
desired output level and then though an output VSB filter.

FFIILLTTEERRIINNGG::
After the power amplifier a VSB filter is needed to remove any
reinserted lower sideband signals and out of band spurs from
reaching the antenna. This not only protects your receiver from
QRM but also protects other receivers at the same or adjacent
sites from getting garbage from your transmitter. The output fil-
ter will also keep out of channel signals from adjacent antennas
at your site from reaching your power amplifier and mixing with
your signal thus creating QRM.

More details on this continuing article in the next issue of
ATVQ. In the meantime if you need specific consultation con-
cerning your repeater project, I can be reached at
wa6svt@aol.com.
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CCOOMMBBIINNIINNGG && UUPPCCOONNVVEERRSSIIOONN::
The aural carrier via a carrier level control to set the aural/visual
ratio is sent to one port of the combiner (usually a two way TV
splitter in reverse) and the VSB filtered visual carrier to the
other port. The combiner output is run though a diode attenuator
circuit to set combined IF output (both carriers) level.

The IF is then sent to a mixer along with a phase locked hetero-
dyne carrier (usually frequency agile) at 45.75 MHz above the
operating channel. Most CATV modulators have a +60 dBmv 75
ohm output

What to avoid, bargain TV modulators that do not use IF pro-
cessing and heterodyning to channel as most of them are not
true VSB modulators.

HHOOWW TTOO UUSSEE 
VVSSBB MMOODDUULLAATTOORRSS FFOORR AATTVV::
For the 70 cm band you are already on channel with most modu-
lators. CATV channel 57 is the common repeater output of
421.25 MHz. Amplification to the desired output from the
approximately 20 milliwatts that most VSB modulators can sup-
ply into the driver amplifier. Remember to follow the final class
AB1 amplifier with a good external VSB filter to keep any
regenerated lower sidebands out of the antenna system.

For the other bands like 33 cm and 23 cm. The modulator output
is heterodyned to the desired output frequency. Amateur TV
Network uses a model ZLW-11H +17 dBM level mixer available
from Minicircuits. This mixer is already packaged to plug and
play with SMA connectors. 

Fig. 1 Broadcast / CATV Modulator IF
(Note: Spectrum Reversed)
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WWhhaatt AA WWaayy TToo DDeecciiddee 
OOnn AAnn AATTVV QQSSLL CCaarrdd

In picking up some QSL packets at HRO recently, I noticed the
packets company offering QSLs. When I saw the design, I reme-
bered that about 10 years ago the Amateur Television Network
transmitted a Jay Leno monologue of all astronaut jokes up to
the astronaut-hams in the space shuttle!

I believe a detailed article about this event has already been pub-
lished in a past ATVQ magazine. But amoung the achievements
done by the ATN was that 2-way fast-scan video with audio had
never been sent before from earth to an orbiting space shuttle,
even by the pros. Imagine the happy surprise from the astro-
nauts!

John Ruckert - WB6ATN

AAmmaatteeuurr TTeelleevviissiioonn NNeewwss RReelleeaassee
Bill PParker - WW8DMR

w8dmratv@copper.net

On Jan 9th, 2005 at approximately 4 PM, Columbus, Ohio a
unique event occurred.

The first amateur television transmission using digital tech-
nique over an ATV repeater began. Ken Morris, W8RUT, and
Art Towslee, WA8RMC, high atop the State Office Tower,
installed a 1,260 MHz vertically polarized omni antenna along
with the digital ATV exciter and a 1.5 watt transmitter. The FM
modulated signal was received by 6 stations in the area.
Stations, W8SJV, W8SMK, KB8SSH, KB8YMQ, and later,
WA8RMC, and W8RUT, who were able to view the WR8ATV
repeaters ID via the digital transmissions.

It is believed to be the first transmission of digital amateur tele-
vision signals via an ATV repeater in the United States!

The ATCO group will soon have an additional 10 ATV amateurs
with the capability of  receiving digital pictures of excellent
quality.

Stations in Delaware, Powell, and New Rome, Ohio, located the
farthest from the WR8ATV repeater were first to see the ama-
teur digital ATV transmissions.

The 1.5 watt signal operating on 1,260 MHz using frequency
modulation, a bit rate of 3,125 was seen at a distance of ~20
miles with near perfect color picture quality.

Simultaneous with the digital transmission, the analog 1,250
MHz FM ATV repeater was fully operational and without co-
channel interference. The 70 cm AM, the 2.4 GHz FM, and the
10.35 GHz FM repeater functions were also in operation, both
transmit & receive. 

MFJ EENTERPRISES, IINC. - NNEWS RRELEASE

NNeeww!!  22 ¾¾ iinncchh  
SSMMAA MMaaggnneett MMoouunntt WWiitthh CCooaaxx

MFJ-3332S, $$14.95.

MFJ-332S is a 2 ¾ inch magnet mount with a quality SMA con-
nector so you can screw your flexible rubber duck right into it.
This extra-strong magnet mount easily holds a lightweight rub-
ber duck antenna.  Plop it on top of your car and suddenly
you've got a great mobile rig out of your HT and rubber duck
antenna.

Get your handheld antenna out in the elements, in the air and
avoid the shielding effect of your automobile.  It gets your
antenna out where it can radiate freely and gives increased sig-
nal strength and reception.

This is perfect for the new handheld radios using SMA connec-
tors.  It has a male SMA connector on the magnet and a female
SMA connector on the coaxial end, so it goes right onto your
handheld radio.  You get 12 ½ feet of tough RG-58A/U coaxial
line - enough to snake around your vehicle to the appropriate
operating position.

Extra protective
rubber protects
the bend point
at the magnet
and insulates
against weather.
A rubber guard
for the bottom
of the magnet
protects your
vehicles finish.

CCoonnggrraattuullaattiioonnss ttoo AAAA99XXWW

Congratulations to Henry AA9XW, who received a BS in
Business Management from University of Phoenix 7-23-04.
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nal. Sort of makes sense, but it’s what the digits mean that
makes the difference. We all send exactly the same number of
digital bits. Just like your computer has bits and the floppy drive
and hard drives have a maximum number of bits they can hold,
but the bits can represent anything we want. In digital TV we all
send exactly 19.39 million bits per second. It’s how we divide
that number to provide different programs in the same channel
that is the magic part. 

TV stations, just like your computer, sort out the bits into files.
Each file can be anything; it’s just a collection of digital infor-
mation. In digital TV, we create a file for each program trans-
mitted, and the digital TV set sorts out the data so you can view
each file as a separate program. Right now TV stations in
Chicago are sending as many as six different programs.  Your
computer allows you to name each of your files. In Digital TV,
the TV station puts a label on each program file and generally it
is a simple numbering system, 56-1, 56-2, 56-3 etc.  The digital
TV set reads the file name, called PID or PSIP and displays the
information as a channel number and a program guide. 

The TV set manufacturers also decided the consumer would be
confused if the digital TV station was not numbered the same as
the analog TV station, so when the digital TV is programmed to
receive all the channels, the channel ID will usually show as the
same channel for analog and digital. The TV set is “smart”
enough to know that even though the signal is really on two dif-
ferent radio frequencies. For example WYIN analog is on RF
channel 56 and the WYIN Digital signal is on RF channel 17.    

Magic Happens Here
Back to the bits. Except for a small part of the 19.39 bits that are
used to tell your TV set to display information, such as channel
number, program name, captioning, V chip ratings and other
technical stuff, the rest can be used to send anything. During the
transition period, between now and when the analog TV stations
are ordered to shut down, every TV station is required to pro-
vide one primary TV service, which is duplication (simulcast) of
the analog signal. That primary TV channel can be of any DTV
flavor, from standard definition to high definition. It can have
mono, stereo or full 5.1 surround sound. There is no requirement
other than the picture and sound need to be equal to the analog
signal.  If a station chooses to send a standard definition signal,
it takes as little as 3 mega bits per second, and a full high defini-
tion signal can take up to 18 mbps.  Now you don’t need to
know that when you go into a store, its just a way to explain
how the TV station can send more than one program at the same
time, just as your computer can store more than one file on a
floppy, CD or hard drive. Its all just bits and bytes. The more
bits, the higher the quality of the signal you receive. 

Digital TTelevision 1101 001010101
BByy HHeennrryy BB.. RRuuhhwwiieeddeell,, AAAA99XXWW - EEmmaaiill:: AA99XXWW@@ccss..ccoomm

CChhiieeff EEnnggiinneeeerr,, WWYYIINN TTVV
55331177 WW.. 113333rrdd SSttrreeeett

CCrroowwnn PPooiinntt,, IINN 4466330077

Somewhere out there
you may have noticed advertising for
HDTV, Digital TV, or programs that start with a
logo or banner saying available in HDTV.  There is a whole
new TV system, and your old TV sets will be obsolete soon.
Here’s what you need to know to be smart about digital TV and
the future of Broadcast television. 

When I was a kid, FM radio was just beginning and we all had
AM radio, 45 RPM records and LP’s. And some of us still had
78’s. Many cities only had VHF TV stations and we had to buy
a converter box to put on the top of the TV to get the new UHF
stations.  If you lived in Ft. Wayne, South Bend or other UHF
only areas you bought a set top box to get the VHF stations
from Chicago, Grand Rapids, Indianapolis or Champaign.
Eventually we all bought AM-FM radios, and later stereo FM
radios, and color TV sets with all channel tuners covering chan-
nels 2-83.  Some of us also got cable TV, and a new box was
added to get the “cable channels.”  Over time we went from
receiving only a few local stations to a hundred or more via
satellite, cable and over the air. The transition to digital TV
broadcasting is going to be the same. 

In Chicago there are 15 over the air TV stations that can be
received by any TV set.  2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 20, 26, 32, 38, 44, 50, 56,
60, 62, 66.  There are also a few low power TV stations that
cover small areas, 4, 13, 23, 28, 36, 68 and if you live close to
their transmitter you can also receive them free over the air as
well. These are all what we call NTSC or analog television sta-
tions.  But there are also 15 digital TV stations, each paired with
its full power station. Just as FM was often introduced by simul-
casting the better known AM stations, the digital TV stations
transmit the same programs as the analog stations, and a whole
lot more. Each digital TV station can send several programs at
the same time, providing up to 6 channels of information per
station.  It’s magic and in a bit I’ll tell you about how it’s done.
The important part to know is that the analog TV stations will
soon have to turn off their transmitters and to get free over the
air TV you will need to have a new digital RECEIVER, which
can be a whole new TV set, or just a converter box to convert
the digital TV signals to analog TV signals your current TV can
receive. You really should get one now, and begin enjoying the
perfect pictures and sound and added programming only avail-
able on digital broadcast TV. I’ll tell you what to look for a little
later too. 

What is digital?  Even for us in the business it is confusing.
There are several “flavors” of digital. Most people have heard of
high definition TV or HDTV. That is one flavor. Not all digital
TV is “high def” and even a lot of TV sets sold as HDTV are
not fully high def.  It’s a jungle out there and you need a road
map, so here it is! 

All of the over the air digital TV stations transmit a digital sig-
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log to all digital. Just as there used to be a mix of mono and
stereo or color and black and white programs, TV stations have
spent billions of dollars in conversion efforts to bring you digital
TV, and billions more will be spent to complete the transition.
That is why some DTV or HDTV programs from broadcast TV,
DVD, cable or satellite will look great, and others not so great. 
WYIN TV has been converting to digital also. We began by
changing from analog cameras and analog news tape to digital
cameras and digital news tape. All of our local news is produced
and edited in digital format to provide the best possible picture
and sound quality. 

Our tape library has thousands of programs on analog tape, but
as we acquire new ones, they are all on digital tape. We will
soon be recording all of our network programming in digital for-
mat. But it all takes time and a lot of money for new equipment.
Your contributions to WYIN help fund the effort to convert to
all digital. 

DTV To You! 
WYIN began transmitting its digital signal in early 2004. We
have a new solid state transmitter and a new antenna that send
out the signal on channel 17.  We can send up to four programs
at the same time, and have been experimenting with our extra
bits. Remember TV stations are only required to transmit one
primary DTV signal. DTV stations can use all the rest of the bits
for anything: additional programs, or data for businesses, digital
paging, private data channels, music, services for the handi-
capped, “radio” signals for emergency services (police, fire, etc)
or just nothing. Each channel has a digital identification signal
called a PID or PSIP (Program Identification).  Your home digi-
tal TV receiver decodes this information and displays it as a
channel number on the screen.  There are differences between
manufacturers on how this is displayed, so our signal may show
up as 17-1 or 56-1. Some TV sets will show the call letters
WYIN DT-1 for example. It’s a brave new world and not every-
one agrees on what the consumer (you) need to see. 

If there are additional channels programmed into the system,
they will show as 17-2, or 56-2, 17-3 or 56-3 etc. Just because
there is a channel ID, does not mean there is an actual program
you can receive. Channels can be open broadcast (anyone can
watch) and some can be closed broadcast (only those subscribed
can watch). Or there may be nothing being transmitted on the
added channel.  So if you get a blue or black screen, it just
means that channel is not sending out a program at that time. 
The industry has not decided what to do with part time channels
yet. Some will switch their regular signal to the empty channel;
others put up still pictures, slides, or just leave it blank. Still oth-
ers will program the PSIP or PID identification signals to “turn
off” and “turn on” the channel as programming is sent or not.
Yes this causes confusion since your TV set programs itself for
channels, and if it is not there, the TV can lock up or if the chan-
nel was off when your TV set scanned for channels, then it may
be on but your don’t know it!  Its not easy being digital!   

In very simple terms think about it as shopping for groceries. At
the check out you can only get one water melon in the bag, or
several cantaloupes, or a whole lot of grapes. It’s how you
divide up the space in the bag. In digital, it’s how you divide up
the available number of bits that determines how many and what
size (SD, ED, and HD) each channel can be. 

We already did this in analog TV, first we sent black and white
TV and monophonic sound, then we added the color informa-
tion, then a second audio channel for stereo, than another audio
channel for SAP (second audio program), and another for station
use called PRO, (professional channel) then closed captioning,
and a whole bunch of other stuff you may not even know we
send, such as time of day to stop your VCR from blinking
12:00!  We just made more room by going to digital signals. 

DIGITAL - It’s Not Just For Computers
There is a massive marketing campaign by everyone to identify
themselves as digital. It’s the buzzword of the decade. There is
digital cable, digital TV, digital satellite, digital antennas, and
digital everything else. Being digital does NOT make it better.
And even the label is being used to promote products that are
not digital. A Digital Ready TV is not digital. A Digital TV
antenna is not digital. Digital cable just means they took the
analog signals, converted them to data and then in your cable or
satellite box, the data is converted back to an analog signal. It is
nothing but confusion and you can ignore most of it as simply a
sales gimmick. In most cases, the perfect analog TV signal is
converted to digital so the cable or satellite TV provided can
squeeze more channels into the same cable.  They do this by
throwing away a lot of the bits, reducing the picture and sound
quality.  You may have noticed, especially in dark picture areas,
visible contours, blocks and ragged edges, or stutter motion, soft
edges and lack of detail, picture freezes and other artifacts.
These are all the result of removing information from the origi-
nal signal in order to deliver the signal with just enough infor-
mation to be viewable. This is called data reduction or compres-
sion. Some times it is good, and others it is not. The technology
of cable and satellite TV is limited in how much it can send in a
data stream. In order to get more channels, the signals are com-
pressed to get more into the same data stream. Just as I
explained above, it can take 3 to 18 mbps for one TV program.
Satellite and cable try and get this down to as little as 1.5 mbps.
The result is often poor picture quality well below good analog
broadcast TV, and closer to 6 hr VHS tape.  Broadcast TV deliv-
ers the best quality TV picture, after all this is where it all starts.
Everything else is a processed version of what we send out. 

Analog vs. Digital
Believe it or not, nearly all of the TV you watch was created in
analog form and converted to digital. Even on the “digital”
channels most of the material is converted analog TV.  It’s only
in the past few years that program creation and transmission,
storage has been converting to digital. Even the many programs
sent on the “high definition’ HDTV channels are converted from
analog tapes. So for the next decade or so you will see a variety
of picture quality as the mix of programming goes from all ana-
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The important point of this is your TV set is the limiting factor
of how good a picture you receive and view. The native display
should be as high as your budget allows in order to get the
greatest benefit from digital TV’s superb pictures. Think of it as
going from that early 6 transistor AM-FM pocket radio to the
27” stereo color console with 360 watts of stereo sound to huge
room filling speakers you have now. 

Noise and Antennas 
DTV is supposed to go as far as analog TV.  Analog TV pictures
slowly degrade as the distance from the TV transmitter increas-
es. We all know that as “snow.”  If you live in Warsaw,
Rochester, or other towns more than 35 miles from the TV sta-
tion’s antenna, you have snow. Typically the picture is consid-
ered watchable with some snow (which is noise) up to 65 miles
away. Having a tower and big antenna or preamp can extend the
viewing distance to 80 miles or more. Out west, with little to
interfere with the signal, reception at 150 miles is not uncom-
mon. Digital TV has no snow.  The digital technology provides a
perfect picture to the limits of reception, after that all you get is
the famous blue screen and the message “NO SIGNAL.”  With
the analog TV set you could turn the antenna, usually with a
rotator, to clean up the picture and get the strongest signal. With
DTV, there is no way to do that. Most sets have a menu item
called SIGNAL LEVEL or SIGNAL QUALITY. Some are bar
graphs, some a simple three color bar to help you get the best
signal. 

Where To Point
The DTV signals are being transmitted from the same locations
as the analog signals. But there is an advantage!  With analog
signals, if your antenna was not pointed at the transmitter you
could get ghosts or noise. Often you have to choose between
pointing at one station or another. With DTV there is no noise
and no ghosts!  The digital processing makes it impossible to
see noise or a ghost. 

If you are getting ghost or noisy signal on channel 56 because
you are pointing your antenna at the Sears and Hancock build-
ings for the other stations, there is good news. With DTV you
can re-aim your antenna and get perfect pictures on all the DTV
stations.  I actually point my TV antenna on my house south,
which is the only direction I can get CBS DTV channel 3, which
is north of me. So when you get your DTV receiver, take some
time to experiment with where you are aiming and you should
be able to get all the DTV stations perfectly.  HINT: a low gain
(small) antenna may be better than a big high gain antenna
because a high gain antenna is much more critical in aim. The
DTV signal can be received with a much lower signal level than
the analog station, so it is easier to receive in most locations.
HINT: Your present TV antenna will work just fine. Important
hint:  Nearly all the Digital TV stations in the country transmit
on UHF channels. In Chicago, only CBS channel 2 was unfortu-
nate enough to be assigned VHF channel 3 for DTV.  We say
unfortunate because the low VHF channels (2-6) have a lot more
noise interference and UHF has nearly none. When the FCC
orders the analog TV stations to be turned off, the stations on

Receiver Basics 
A true digital TV set has an analog and digital tuner. This is
called an ATSC receiver. (Advanced Television System
Committee) compliant receiver. That means all by itself it can
receive the new digital channels. If it does not have an ATSC
tuner, it is not a complete digital TV set (receiver) and it
requires an external set top box to receive the off-air digital TV
stations.  Some stores sell digital monitors, or digital ready, or
digital compatible TV displays.  These are NOT DTV TV sets.
They simply are a computer monitor dressed up for the living
room, and require an external tuner or converter and are great
for watching a DVD or the analog output of a cable or satellite
box. If you buy one of these, you also have to buy the set top
box to receive the off-air digital broadcast channels. You may
also need another box for cable and another box for satellite.
Talk about clutter!  A true DTV Receiver will receive all off-air
digital signals, plus all off-air analog signals no set top box
needed, just a regular TV antenna.   

High Definition 
Everyone wants to claim they are HDTV, very few are truly
HDTV. The FCC did not settle on one flavor of HDTV. There is
only one version of color analog TV, so it looks the same on any
TV set. DTV has 19 flavors. Technically they are called SD, ED
and HD for standard, extended and high definition (High def).
What those labels mean is the format that your set displays as its
best possible picture or “native display.”  Your analog TV set is
SD, and displays about 480 lines from top to bottom. This con-
verts directly to digital SD.  ED is a digital format with 720
lines and HD is 1080 lines. There are minor differences in how
they are counted, from a consumer perspective the technical dif-
ferences are unimportant and do not affect what you see. 

The best HD is known as 1080I with 1080/1920 resolution. That
means 1080 horizontal lines, and 1920 pixels (picture elements)
per line. A display with his resolution is currently very expen-
sive, typically in excess of $10,000. Most TV sets of the flat thin
screen variety, LCD, TFT, that are called HDTV are in fact
lower than the maximum, typically 1080/1280. So the display,
while it looks great, still leaves out about 40% of the horizontal
resolution being transmitted. 

Picture tube HDTV sets, can produce the full 1080/1920 resolu-
tion, but some consumers think it is a softer picture, even though
it has more detail. That is because the solid state displays have
black stripes between the rows to improve contrast and reduce
glare, and most picture tube sets do not. The other difference
most people notice is the thin screen TV sets seem to have more
contrast. In fact in the LCD TFR and other displays, the black
and dark portions of the picture are darker than the actual pic-
ture because technology today just does not allow a nice gradual
change from black to white, as a picture tube does. We call this
gamma compression, a nice term you can toss at the salesperson
as in “what is the gamma correction of this display?” At that
point you likely know more than they do about DTV!  At a min-
imum to get a realistic HDTV picture the TV set must have 720
or 1080 native display. 
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channels 2-50 may elect to use their analog channel for DTV, or
remain on their new DTV only channel. We won’t know for sev-
eral years what they will decide to do. Each TV station will
make its own selection, so don’t throw that VHF-UHF antenna
away.  If you live in a UHF only market, such as South Bend,
You only need a UHF only antenna for analog and digital sta-
tions. There is no difference in antennas for analog or digital,
any will work.   

For the technically minded, it takes a 64dBu signal for a good
quality analog signal, and only a 15 dBu signal, to receive a per-
fect DTV signal, a difference of over 100,000:1. From a trans-
mitter point of view, a 100-400 kilowatts digital signal will go
about as far as a 5 million watt analog signal. Most of the
Chicago digital TV stations operate with 100-500 kilowatts and
the power was selected to equate to the coverage the analog sig-
nal provides. If you can get the analog signal, you can likely get
the digital signal. In some cases you may receive the digital sig-
nal even if you can’t get the analog signal.     

As an experiment, we have measured the WYIN TV signal, and
as it is predicted mathematically, it is easily received as far as
South Bend, Bourbon, Lafayette, Coloma (MI) Pontiac (IL), and
Champaign (IL) using typical inexpensive ($21.99) home TV
antenna. It averages 75 miles from our 1006 foot tower on the
south side of Crown Point, IN. I have a pocket LCD TV set
from Radio Shack, and on its little whip antenna on my dash
board, the WYIN signal reaches 65 miles, so if you have recep-
tion difficulties, check your antenna aim and wire condition.
Antennas and coax do degrade over time, and should be
replaced every 5-8 years. Of course if you live in a deep valley
or behind a hill you won’t get as much signal as if you live on
the nice flat Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan farm lands. Big
buildings also block signals. 

I P and Q
OK techno geeks pay attention. There are two scanning systems.
Interlace and non interlace. Non interlace is also called progres-
sive scan. 480i is the same as NTSC 525 where half of the pic-
ture is scanned (one field) as all the odd lines, and then the sec-
ond half of the picture (field two) of all the even lines is scanned
to fill in between the lines of the first field. In 480p, all the odd
and even lines are scanned together like pages of a book. The
difference is there are 60 fields in I mode and that provides 30
frames, or full pictures per second. Theater film runs at 24
frames per second for comparison. 480p only has one field per
frame, but it takes twice as long to scan it, so there are only 30
frames per second. That’s right, both 480p and 480i have 30
frames per second scan rate. Your computer monitor has a high
progressive scan rate, typically 72 fps. This is also called the
refresh rate. This is why your computer monitor doesn’t seem to
have scan lines or flicker. Some TV sets will electronically dou-
ble the scan rate to either make twice the number of lines (line
doubling) or twice the number of fields (field doubling).  This is
to give the appearance of higher resolution, but it’s a trick. 

Here’s another tid bit. Visually, because of how our eyes and
brain work, few people can see any difference between 720p and

1080i, since 1080i is actually 540 twice. What a few will notice
is motion is smoother in 1080i since the object moved 60 times
per second vs. 30.  All of which determine the Quality (Q) of
what you see.   

If you can see the scan lines on any TV set, you are sitting too
close, move back and enjoy the better picture. Typically the cor-
rect viewing distance is 5 to 8 times the screen height. If it’s a
21” TV, that’s 60 to 96 inches. OK, you will sit closer so it
makes things look more life size and you really want to read the
fine print at the bottom of the loan ads. 

Screen height is not the number they use to describe screen size.
Screen size is measured diagonally to get the biggest possible
number.  A 21” screen has about 20 inch diagonal actual view-
ing area, and is 12”high by 16”wide.  It was chosen as a sales
gimmick, who would want to pay for a big money for a 12” TV
set when it can be called a 21” TV set! 

We will post additional DTV information as responses to your
questions. So send those FAQ’s to us and we will post the Q&A
for all. 

Regards 

Henry Ruhwiedel, Chief Engineer 

SShhiirrtt-ppoocckkeett mmuullttiimmeetteerrss
ooffffeerr ffuullll-ssiizzeedd ffeeaattuurreess

Said to be the world's smallest full-featured CAT III digital mul-
timeters, the PM series consists of three models. In addition to
their small size—just slightly larger than a credit card—the
meters are priced at under $50.

For students and home hobbyists, the PM51 has an autoranging
4,000-count display, accuracy of 1%,
and measures capacitance to 3,000 µF
and frequency to 1 MHz, in addition
to resistance and ac/dc voltage.

The 6,000-count PM53 offers accura-
cy of 0.5%, noncontact visible and
audible ac voltage detection, an audi-
ble continuity checker, and an auto-
matic measurement mode function.
The meter measures capacitance to
100 pF and frequency to 10 kHz.

At the high end, the PM55 adds ac/dc current measurement
capability (to 2,000 µA) to the PM53's list of features. It can
measure frequency to 30 kHz and capacitance to 2,000 µF.
(PM51, $27.95; PM53, $34.95; PM55, $49.95—available now.)

Wavetek Meterman Test Tools
Information  877-596-2680
http://www.metermantesttools.com
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UHF Panel AAntennas
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CONTRIBUTORS GUIDE
Preferred method of receiving articles is from Microsoft Word,
however Wordperfect is OK too. Next preference would be
ASKII text, followed by typewritten or hand written (clearly).
Diagrams or pictures (B&W or Color) can be sent in hard copy,
or if you scan them in, save to PCX or JPG formats (actually I
can read about anything). If you send a computer disk, make
sure it is PC (not MAC) format.

When sending in articles in Microsoft Word, please SAVE with
FASTSAVE OFF and save in Word 6 format. Also, articles writ-
ten in any word processor, consider what will happen when it is
re-formatted to fit the style that I might put it in. An example
would be setting up tables or adding figures into the article.
They can be very hard to strip out. If possible, put the tables,
figures, each in a file by itself. This will help me to be able to
import into the magazine format.  

Articles can be sent to: 
ATVQ, 5931 Alma Dr., Rockford, IL 61108

or to our email address: atvq@hampubs.com
Also note our web page address: http://www.hampubs.com

ATVQ TO PAY FOR ARTICLES!
Payment for Technical Articles

ATVQ will pay for certain articles that it publishes. I will out-
line the policy here, but it will be subject to change as needed to
make sure that ATVQ continues to be an ongoing publication.
ATVQ will pay $25.00 for technical articles that are published
and are a minimum of 2 pages. While this is not a great amount,
I hope it will encourage more technical type articles to be writ-
ten. Exceptions will be articles that are written by a manufactur-
er/seller of equipment that is being written about. While I do not
want to discourage this type of article, the article itself is an
advertisement of the product. Articles from clubs will be encour-
aged, and I would expect they would like to share their informa-
tion with the ATVQ readership. Information gathered from the
Internet will not be paid for and is mostly small filler items.

Ideas
Do you have an idea for an article that you’ve said to yourself
that you wanted to write, but never did. Feel free to check with
us to see if it is of interest, or write and send it in. No guarantees
that it will get published, but if you don’t try, you will never
know. I’ll be looking to see what you can do!
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Amateur Accessories
PO Box 7333
Champain, IL 61826

Amateur Radio Toy Store
117 West Wesley Street
Wheaton, IL 60187

Burnaby Radio Comm Ltd.
4257 E. Hastings St.
Burnaby, BC Canada  V5C 2J5

Ham Radio Outlet  
1939 W. Dunlap Ave.  
Phoenix,  AZ  85021

Ham Radio Outlet 
6071 Buford Hwy 
Atlanta,  GA 30340 

Ham Radio Outlet  
224 N. Broadway 
Salem, NH 03079 

Ham Radio Outlet 
2492 W. Victory Bl. 
Burbank,  CA 91506

Ham Radio Outlet
933 N. Euclid St.
Anaheim, CA 92801

Radio City
2663 County Rd I
Mounds View, MN 55112

The Radio Place 
5675 A Power Inn Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95824 

Do you know of a store that
would like to carry ATVQ?
Please let us know and we
will contact them.

Thanks to all the fine stores that carry
Amateur Television Quarterly

ATVQ oon tthe NNewsstands
If yyou ffind aa sstore wwilling tto ccarry AATVQ oon ttheir sshelves, wwe wwill eextend yyour ssubscription
by oone yyear. IIn tthe ccase tthat ttwo ppeople tturn iin tthe ssame sstore, tthe ffirst oone wwins! OOffer

subject tto cchange aat aany ttime, bbut nnot llikely tto!
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Satellite Equipment
C & Ku Band

Lnbs Lnbfs * Feed Horns
Dish Antennas * Actuators/Movers

Switches/Splitters * DiSEqC * 22 KHz
Mpeg-2 & Analog Receivers * Much More !

www.daveswebshop.com
479-997-2230 Noon-5 PM CST M-F

YAESU
220 N. Fulton Avenue

Evansville, IN 47719-0522
Store Hours (CST)
Mon-Fri 8AM-4PM

Sat: 9AM - 3PM
ORDERS & PRICE CHECKS

800-729-4373
LOCAL INFORMATION

812-422-0231
Fax 812-422-4253

email: sales@hamstation.com
http://www.hamstation.com

Prices Do Not Include Shipping

VX-7R
50/144/430 MHz
FM, Handheld

FT-2800
65 Watt
2 meter mobile

FT-897
MF/HF/VHF/UHF
Transceiver
160 - 10 meters plus 6, 2 & 70 cm

LARGE SELECTION OF USED GEAR

Price and Availability Subject 
To Change Without Notice

Most Orders Shipped The Same Day!

AG AF

TV-AMATEUR die deutsche Amateurfunk-Zeitschrift

für ATV  bringt  in  der  letzten Ausgabe z. B.

• Selbst gebaute Amateurfernsehstation
• SSTV und Fax
• Wobbel - Mess - System WOB31
• Der Flug des Zeppelin mit DATV
• Galileo militärisch nutzen ?

4 Ausgaben im Jahr für 25 $
bestellen per Fax: 001149 231 486989
oder Internet: www.agaf.de
Bezahlen per Visa- oder Mastercard
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Name  Tags  by  Gene

Beautiful COLOR name tag / badges with 
photos, artwork, or plain colored backgrounds.

Design # from book ___________________ or
Background color ____________________ or
Picture file name _____________________

Picture insert #1 _______________________
Picture insert #2 _______________________
Picture insert #3 ________________________

TEXT
Line #1 ________________________________
Line #2 ________________________________
Line #3 ________________________________
Line #4 ________________________________
Line #5 ________________________________
Line #6 ________________________________

New from Harlan Technologies - beautiful, color-
ful, plastic name badges! Available with locking
safety pin, magnetic bar, luggage strap, or lan-
yard.

These colorful badges can be made from our sam-
ple artwork, or if you like to be creative, you can
make your own. Great to have a club badge with
your club logo, or for proper identification with
group such as ARES.

Prices
Badge with safety pin ...................................$10.00
Badge with magnetic bar .............................$12.00
Badge with luggage strap .............................$10.00
Badge with lanyard ......................................$10.00

You must see our many designs on our web page:
www.hampubs.com

Order your new name tag today!

Name ____________________ Call _______
Address _________________________
City ________________State ___ Zip ______
Phone ____________________________
QTY _______ @ $10 = $ _________________
QTY _______ @ $12 = $ _________________
QTY _______ @ $10 = $ _________________
QTY _______ @ $10 = $ _________________

Credit Card #__________________________
Expires ___________________

Signature _____________________________
SPECIAL
Shipping FREE in the USA till December 31, 2003

Harlan Technologies
5931 Alma Dr.

Rockford, IL 61108
815-398-2683 voice --- 815-398-2688 fax

www.hampubs.com

Name  Tags  by  Gene






